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ABSTRACT
A new route has been developed to produce full-density, bulk, two-phase 
nanocomposites. Nanocrystalline, single-phase, fee or bcc Cuioo-xFex (x=0 to 100) solid 
solution precursors were obtained by mechanical alloying of Cu and Fe at room 
temperature or liquid nitrogen temperature. These supersaturated solid solutions were 
decomposed on nanoscale upon hot consolidation, forming Cu-Fe two-phase 
nanocomposites in situ. Fully dense composite specimens have been obtained using either 
unconstrained or constrained sinter forging for the entire composition range (x=0 to 100). 
The microstructures of the consolidated nanocomposites at representative second-phase 
volume fractions (x=60, 85, 100) were characterized using transmission electron 
microscopy. The Cu and Fe phase domains and their distributions were analyzed using 
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy with a focused electron beam. The average 
domain/grain sizes of Cu and Fe observed were well below 100 nm, confirming the 
formation of nanocomposites. Alloying on the atomic scale to ensure uniform mixing of 
the two elements in the precursor was found to be important for obtaining homogeneous 
microstructure and nanophase grain/domain size in the consolidated product. The full 
density nanocomposites exhibited microhardness well above the rule-of-mixtures estimates 
obtained using nanophase Cu and Fe as constituent phases. It is concluded that 
microstructures, rather than the phase volume fractions alone, determine the mechanical 
behavior of the composite. A modified rule of mixtures is used to explain the 
microhardness observed in terms of the geometric arrangements of the two phases and the 
effect of interphase boundaries as efficient dislocation barriers. Other possible 
contributions due to solid solution hardening, precipitation hardening, and dispersion 
hardening are also discussed.
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CHAPTER 1 OVERVIEW
1.1 Nanophase Materials and Nanocomposites
Nanocrystalline materials are defined as single phase or multi-phase polycrystals 
with grain/domain sizes less than 100 nm. This new class of nonequilibrium materials has 
gained wide attention [1-22] in recent years due to their unique ultra-fine internal structures 
and potential superior properties. Because of the small grain size, a significant fraction of 
the atoms can reside on grain boundaries. It is well known that a number of material 
properties depend strongly on grain size. Therefore, nanophase materials are of 
considerable scientific and technological interest.
A number of chemical and physical techniques have been developed to prepare 
nanophase powder materials. Among the physical techniques, the most popular is the inert 
gas phase condensation method developed by Gleiter et al. [11, 20]. However, although 
ideally suited for research needs, the gas condensation method requires significant capital 
investment and may not be the most efficient for inexpensive mass production of large 
quantities of nanophase materials. In constrast, mechanical alloying (MA) is a cost- 
effective means to produce nanocrystalline materials. The MA technique will be employed 
in this work. Details of these processing techniques will be described later in this thesis.
Most nanophase materials are produced in the form of powders. A subsequent 
consolidation process is required to obtain bulk, full-density compacts to further study their 
properties and explore their potential applications. During consolidation, substantial heat is 
needed to facilitate sintering to high density. As a consequence, significant grain growth 
occurs and nanograin size features no longer exist in the final products. Intensive research 
has been devoted to solving this problem. There are two typical approaches. The first
1
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approach modifies the existing consolidation technique to produce bulk, full-density 
samples while retaining nanoscale grain size. For example, a sinter-forging approach has 
been developed in our laboratory recently to consolidate nanophase powders into bulk, full 
density compact with grain sizes within nanophase regime [23-24]. The second approach 
involves the design of nanophase materials as multiphase composites to suppress grain 
growth during consolidation. It is well known that well mixed grains of different phases 
can retard grain growth of individual constituent phases. Therefore, by designing a two- 
phase nanocomposite, nanograin sizes may be retainable in the final product after hot 
consolidation. Some preliminary work in this direction has been reported for hot-pressed 
nanocomposite M5 O-AI2O3/AIN [25], and also for the consolidation of Cu-W and Cu-Nb 
nanocomposites [26-27]. This approach, in combination with the sinter-forging scheme, 
will be employed in the research work reported in this thesis.
In addition to advantages in consolidation, nanocomposites are highly desirable 
because they provide a spectrum of new properties. To date, laminated thin films prepared 
by deposition techniques comprise the group of nanocomposites that has received the most 
attention [28-29]. For bulk nanocomposites, however, only exploratory work has been 
performed [26-27,30-31]. Their fabrication has been hampered by a number of technical 
difficulties. For example, to obtain nanocomposites, it is necessary to mix two different 
nanophase materials on nanometer scale without excessive agglomeration. Also, the 
uniform nanostructure must be retained after sintering to bulk materials. Thus, it is of 
considerable interest to develop practical approaches to fabricate novel nanocomposites, 
study their consolidation behavior, and obtain bulk, fully dense samples for mechanical 
property testing.
It has been well recognized that very high strengths can be achieved in 
nanostructured metals, alloys and composites. For nanocrystalline metals, enhanced 
hardness and strength have often been interpreted in terms of the Hall-Petch relationship
R e p ro d u c e d  with perm iss ion  of th e  copyright ow ner.  F u r th e r  reproduction  prohibited without perm iss ion .
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[11-13]. Additional strengthening mechanisms are possibly operative when nanophase 
materials are formed into nanocomposites. The interfaces between different phases will 
contribute to the strengthening of nanocomposite in addition to the nanoscale grain size 
[24]. Very little is known about the strengthening mechanism and the details of 
microstructural characteristics of nanocomposites.
1.2 Objectives
The present investigation is an effort to develop a new route to produce full density 
bulk nanocomposites and explore the microstructures and strengthening mechanism of 
nanocomposites.
Specially, this work deals with the production, consolidation, microstructure 
characterization, and microhardness behavior of bulk Cu-Fe nanocomposites. The research 
in this work has four components. First of all, Cu-Fe nanophase precursor powders will 
be produced in the form of supersaturated solid solutions by mechanical alloying at both 
room temperature and liquid nitrogen (LN2 ) temperature. Secondly, these powders will be 
consolidated into bulk compacts using sinter-forging, during which nanocomposite forms 
in situ. Emphasis is placed on optimizing the consolidation parameters to achieve similar 
grain sizes for the entire composition range and obtain sufficiently large, fully dense 
samples for compression tests in the future. These two steps constitute a new approach to 
produce bulk two-phase nanocomposites. Mixing of the two phases on nanoscale is 
achieved this way because we start from a nanocrystalline solution precursor obtained 
using a nonequilibrium alloying process. In principle, this approach should work inside 
any two-phase region in a phase diagram.
The third task of this work is to understand the microstructural characteristics of the 
nanocomposites obtained. A detailed microstructure study will be conducted using 
transmission electron microscopy' (TEM) and electron-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). 
Such a microstructure study will be one of the first for bulk nanocomposites. Finally,
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Vickers microhardness tests of these nanocomposites will be conducted, and the property 
enhancement and hardening mechanisms will be explored. Emphasis will be on the unique 
microstructure of the two-phase composites and the role of the abundant fcc/bcc interphase 
boundaries.
1.3 The System
A binary system immiscible in equilibrium (very low equilibrium solid solubility at 
room temperature), Cu-Fe, has been selected for this thesis work. The equilibrium phase 
diagram of the Cu-Fe system [32] is shown in Figure 1.1. This choice is based on the 
following considerations. First of all, new materials formed in such immiscible systems 
are of scientific interest. They are also technologically important because of the good 
combination of strength and conductivity in the Cu matrix fcc-bcc composites. For 
instance, microscale in situ composites of Cu/M (M = Nb, Ta, Fe, etc.) have been studied 
extensively for more than a decade and have been shown to have desirable combination of 
mechanical and electrical properties [33-36], Recently, multilayer and granular Cu-Fe thin 
films have been reported to exhibit giant magnetoresistance [37]. Secondly, for 
mechanically alloyed Cu-Fe, the formation of metastable solid solutions of nanoscale grain 
sizes, their decomposition and grain growth, have all been studied extensively before by 
this and other groups [38-41]. Useful data therefore exist in literature which provide 
guidance to the mechanical alloying protocol used in this thesis work. Thirdly, the 
immiscibility of the constituent elements in equilibrium, which dictates in situ phase 
separation into a nanoscale two-phase mixture upon hot consolidation, is a typical scenario 
satisfying the nanocomposite design rales proposed in this thesis.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, a review of literature 
regarding the preparation and consolidation of nanophase alloys and nanocomposites is 
presented. A brief introduction to the current status of studies on mechanical behavior of
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Figure 1.1 The Cu-Fe phase diagram [32]
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nanophase materialsis is also provided in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 gives the experimental 
details regarding the preparation and consolidation of nanophase Cu-Fe powders as well as 
the experimental procedures for microstructure study and mechanical property testing. The 
results and discussions of consolidation of Cu-Fe nanocomposites are presented in Chapter 
4. Chapter 5 investigates the microstructures of Cu-Fe nanocomposites. The mechanical 
behavior of these nanocomposites are discussed in Chapter 6. Conclusions and 
suggestions for future work will be presented in Chapter 7. Through Chapter 4 to 7, this 
thesis demonstrates a new approach to produce full-density two-phase composites with 
nanoscale microstructures and interesting mechanical properties.
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CHAPTER 2 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter presents an introduction to the subject of this thesis and a review of the 
current status of the field. Section 2.1 describes the common methods used to prepare 
metallic nanophase powders. Section 2.2 summarizes the progress to date in the 
consolidation of nanophase powders into full density, bulk samples. Studies on the 
deformation behavior of nanocrystalline materials and nanocomposites are reviewed in 
section 2.3.
2.1 Preparation of Nanophase Materials
Various methods have been explored to prepare nanophase metallic alloys and 
nanocomposites. Besides a number of chemical routes, the common physical techniques 
are the gas condensation and mechanical alloying methods. A brief review of these two 
methods is given in the following.
2.1.1 The Gas Phase Condensation Method
The first nanophase materials were produced by the gas phase condensation method 
introduced by Gleiter [11]. A typical apparatus [9] of this method is shown schematically 
in Figure 2.1. It consists of an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system and evaporation sources, 
a cold finger where nanophase powders are collected, a scraper, and in situ compact 
devices for consolidating the powders produced and collected in the chamber. The system 
is first evacuated to vacuum and then back-filled with a gas. Such a gas can be an inert 
gas, a reactive gas or a gas mixture. Nano-grain sized powders are synthesized by 
condensation of the evaporated precursors carried by a gas flow to the liquid-nitrogen-filled 
cold finger. Such a method is ideal for research studies because of the following features. 
The particle sizes of the powders produced are very small, typically below 30 nm
7
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Figure 2.1 Apparatus used for gas-phase condensation synthesis of nanocrystals 
(Smith, 1994) [9],
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Contamination can be reduced to minimum because of high vacuum and in situ 
compacting. This method, however, is expensive in capital investment and operation.
Several groups have employed the inert gas condensation technique using multiple 
evaporation/sputtering sources to produce nanocomposites such as Cu/W [26] and Cu/Nb 
[27]. It was reported that some composition ranges were not accessible due to source 
control problems [26]. Distribution of the second element (phase) was found to be 
nonuniform in the samples produced [4].
2.1.2 Mechanical Alloying
Mechanical alloying (MA) is the technique used in this work and will hence be 
described in some detail in this section.
Generally, MA starts with elemental materials and a new alloy is formed after MA. 
One of the most popular mechanical alloying techniques is ball milling. It is a process 
consisting of repeated fracturing and cold-welding of powder particles, as illustrated in 
Figure 2.2. Most MA experiments are conducted at room temperature. Typical milling 
times used range from a few hours to 100 hours. To protect powders from oxidation, Ar 
gas is often used as a protective atmosphere during milling. During ball milling, powders 
undergo severe mechanical deformation during collisions of milling balls and the walls of 
the vial (stainless steel or tungsten carbide). Under such conditions of high strain rates 
(103-104 s '1), plastic strain tends to be localized in shear bands. The dislocation 
rearrangements within shear bands evolve into low and later high angle grain boundaries, 
and the crystals are broken up into a mosaic of fine crystal domains. Intersection of shear 
bands causes further break-up of the mosaic structure, ultimately leading to the formation 
of a nanocrystalline microstructure with a distribution of high energy grain boundaries. 
Grain size reduction eventually saturates because of the difficulty in generating dislocations
R e p ro d u c e d  with perm iss ion  of th e  copyright ow ner.  F u r th e r  reproduction  prohibited without perm iss ion .
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Figure 2.2 Illustration of high energy ball-milling of a mixture of two metal powders.
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for plastic deformation inside very small grains, or because of dynamic recovery during 
milling process. Crystalline size distribution is rather narrow for powders milled to 
sufficiently long times. Typical average grain sizes range from 3-15 nm, depending on the 
metal or alloy being milled.
In order to mill ductile elements at room temperature, organic solvents are often 
added as process control agents to reduce cold welding so that fine grain sizes and small 
particle sizes can be obtained [18,42]. Obviously, C and O contaminations are brought into 
the final milled powders. Recently, ball milling at liquid nitrogen temperature has been 
shown to be an effective means to alloy ductile elements such as Ag-Ni [43]. It was found 
that recovery and cold welding were reduced during cryogenic ball milling, leading to 
enhanced solubility for the Ag-rich compositions and fine powders with small grain sizes.
MA has been shown to be an attractive alternative to the gas condensation method. 
It has several advantages, including (1) it is inexpensive, being performed at low 
temperature using simple equipment; (2) it yields relatively large quantities of nano-grained 
powders and further scale-up is straight forward; (3) it is a versatile and powerful 
technique that can be used to create nonequilibrium compositions and phases, as well as 
extremely uniform and ultrafine dispersions of second phase inclusions. At present, 
nanophase materials are routinely prepared by MA using high energy ball milling.
Mechanical alloying has been used before to study the binary immiscible Cuioo- 
xFex (x = 0 to 100, in atomic percentage) system. Mechanically alloyed powers are for the 
most part in the form of a single-phase metastable supersaturated solid solution with grain 
sizes on the order of 10 nm [38-41]. The structure of these powders is fee for x < 60 
whereas it is bcc for x > 20. For 60<x<80 a mixture of fee and bcc structures is obtained. 
Such a solid solution will undergo spontaneous decomposition upon heating. If this occurs 
on nanoscale inside grains, it is possible that two-phase nanocomposites can form in situ 
during consolidation to full density. This possibility will be explored in this thesis.
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2.2 Consolidation of Nanophase Powders
Most nanophase materials are prepared in the form of nano-grained powders. For 
many applications, it is essential to consolidate them into full-density bulk compacts. Full- 
density compacts with nanoscaled grain sizes are difficult to obtain with conventional 
methods. This is because a high consolidation temperature, approximately 0.7 or 0.8 of 
melting temperature in the case of hot pressing, is required in order to achieve full density. 
Obviously, substantial grain growth can not be avoided under such consolidation 
conditions. In other words, the final compacts will no longer be nanophase materials. 
Therefore, consolidation of nanophase powders into bulk, full density compacts with 
retention of nanoscale grain size is a major challenge. Note that the lack of bulk, fully 
dense samples has been largely responsible for some contradictory reports on the grain size 
dependence of mechanical and other properties for nanophase metals and intermetallic 
compounds [44-49].
Generally speaking, the consolidation of powders and densification of porous 
solids can be achieved by pressing (obtaining a green compact) and subsequent 
pressureless heating (solid-state sintering), by applying pressure and heat simultaneously 
(hot-pressing or pressure-sintering), or sintering with the aid of a limited amount of melt 
(liquid-phase sintering) [50]. Powders which are difficult to sinter can be consolidated to 
high density by hot-pressing or pressure-sintering. Pressure-sintering can be considered as 
sintering enhanced by pressure. If the pressure is applied uniaxialy, the process is 
conventionally called hot-pressing, while hot isostatic pressing (HIP) utilizes hydrostatic 
pressure.
Tremendous efforts have been devoted to developing efficient and cost-effective 
route to consolidate nanophase powders into bulk, full-density samples in recent years. 
Oxide ceramic powders have received the most investigation because they are relatively
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easy to handle. Success in the consolidation of full-density nanophase samples from 
mechanically milled metallic alloy powders is scarce. Several techniques, for instance, hot 
pressing [51-52], hot extrusion [51-52], sinter-forging [53], HIPing [54], etc., resulted in 
either porous compacts (about 90%+ of theoretical density), or full density samples but 
micron-scale grain size [52-54]. Considerable contamination (e.g., > a few at% oxygen) 
during processing has also been reported [51-52]. So far two techniques, shock-wave 
consolidation and sinter-forging, have been proven successful for full-density 
consolidation of nanophase intermetallics and metals [23-24,55-57]. Very recently, sinter- 
forging scheme has been shown in our lab to be an effective method for full density 
nanophase compact production. This scheme will be further introduced in detail next.
The sinter-forging scheme developed in the laboratory at LSU [23-24] consists of 
two steps including (1) formation of a preform using a die with smaller diameter; and (2) 
hot forging the preform at low-strain rate in a larger diameter die at elevated temperature. 
The schematic process of sinter-forging [58] is shown in Figure 2.3 (b). It was found that 
this scheme retains nanostructure in full density compacts consolidated from mechanically 
milled nanophase powders. The effects of major consolidation parameters including 
temperature, pressure, and contamination control are briefly discussed next.
For conventional materials, pores are removed through sintering at high 
temperatures for long times, driven by the reduction in surface energy. It was found that 
fine grain sizes provided shorter diffusion distances and much increased densification rate 
during sintering [59-61]. It should be noted that, however, the diffusional processes that 
mediate sintering also lead to undesired grain growth. The driving force for grain growth 
also increases as grain size decreases such that the advantage nanophase materials have in 
sinterability can be partly lost due to concomitant grain growth that destroys the desirable 
nanoscale grain size. Thus, for nanophase materials, consolidation temperature needs to 
be kept low to maintain nanoscale grain sizes. Such a reduction in sintering temperature
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Figure 2.3 The schematic process of hot-pressing and sinter-forging 
(a) hot-pressing; (b) sinter-forging; where the densities 
given are for iron compact (Hausner and Mai, 1982) [58].
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can also reduce contamination and composition changes, as well as stresses and cracking 
during cooling.
To compensate for the constrained consolidation temperature, sinter-forging and 
relatively high pressure (on the order of GPa) can be used to enhance the contribution of 
plastic deformation to densification and bonding. The high stress enhances plastic 
straincontrolled pore closure. The stress applied also plays a significant role in stress- 
assisted densification (diffusion) mechanisms since the densification rate is proportional to 
the stress component as shown in Eq. 2.1 [62-63].
= A  — exp(— —)/(p)  (2.1)
dt RTdg F RT
dswhere a  is the applied stress, d the grain size, —  the strain rate, n the stress exponent, q
at
the grain size dependence exponent, A a constant involving diffusivity, Burgers vector, 
shear modulus, etc., Q the activation energy for the process, p the density, R the gas 
constant, and T the temperature. It was found that the high pressure applied had the 
beneficial effect of slowing down grain growth because of the reduction o f free volume in 
grain boundaries which facilitate atomic jumps across the boundary [56-57, 64], In 
addition, sinter-forging scheme avoids the pressure loss due to die wall friction with the 
powder shown in Figure 2.3 (b), creates shear stress states favorable for pore closure and 
bonding across collapsed pore interfaces, and allows easier compact ejection after 
consolidation compared with single step hot pressing.
Oxidation during mechanical milling and consolidation of non-oxide powders can 
be a serious problem. The incorporated oxygen in some cases have deleterious effects on 
mechanical properties of the compact [65], and perhaps on consolidation as well. To 
reduce contamination, mechanical alloying and consolidation experiments have been
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conducted under inert Ar atmosphere or in vacuum. Even so, impurities exist in trace 
amounts in mechanically alloyed powders. Their presence is likely to be a contributing 
factor in retarding grain boundary movement during consolidation due to solute drag and/or 
precipitate pinning effects.
After the sinter-forging scheme used for full density consolidation of nanophase 
powders was published [23-24], a similar method, called rapid forging method, was 
developed recently by Shaik and Milligan [66] to consolidate mechanically alloyed Fe-10 
at% Cu nanophase powders into full density bulk compact while retaining the grain sizes 
below 100 nm. It differs from the sinter-forging scheme in that a higher temperature but 
very short (few seconds) dwell time was used for consolidation. The consolidation 
behavior was also modeled using the Arzt, Ashby, and Easterling (AAE) model [66].
2.3 Deformation Behavior and M echanisms of 
Nanocrystalline Materials and Nanocomposites
Nanophase materials belong to a new class of non-equilibrium materials that has not 
been well understood. Only limited studies have been conducted on the deformation 
behavior of these novel materials. A brief literature review of room temperature mechanical 
property studies is given in the following. Emphasis is placed on nanophase Cu, Fe, their 
composites, and related materials. In Section 2.3.1, deformation behavior and mechanisms 
of elemental nanocrystalline materials are introduced. Deformation behavior and 
mechanisms of nanocomposites are reviewed in Section 2.3.2. The softening effect found 
in supersaturated solid solution is also reviewed briefly in Section 2.3.2.
2.3.1 Deformation Behavior and Mechanisms of Elemental 
Nanocrystalline Materials
Since the amount of nanophase materials produced is usually small, experimental 
studies on the deformation behavior of these materials are hampered by the small specimen 
size. Most previous studies have used microhardness measurements to characterize the
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mechanical behavior of nanocrystalline metals. A small number of studies have utilized 
other methods such as tensile test [46, 67-70], compression test [71-72] and disk-bending 
test [72-75]. Tensile testing of normally ductile metals Pd and Cu [46, 67-70] has shown 
large increase in yield strength with decreasing grain size. However, in general a 
significant loss of ductility accompanies this strengthening. It is believed that flaws such as 
pores that can arise during the synthesis of nanocrystalline samples have a deleterious effect 
on the ductility of nanocrystalline metals [46, 67-70]. Very limited ductility is still 
observed even after improving synthesis techniques and therefore reducing the prevalence 
of flaws [76-77]. Whether this indicates that nanocrystalline metals are intrinsically limited 
in ductility is not yet certain.
One way to avoid flaw effects on yield strength is to test sample in compression. 
During compression test, inclusions are loaded and cracks are closed. In addition, 
compression test is less susceptible to the effects of flaws on concentrating local stresses 
that lead to premature yielding or fracture in tension test [72]. Suryanarayanan et al. [71] 
reported the compression behavior of nanociystalline Cu with a grain size of approximately 
40 nm and a density of 92 %. Their measured yield strength is about twice that of Cu with 
similar grain-size investigated in tensile test by Nieman et a l . [67]. Recently, Eastman et al 
[72] also studied the deformation behavior of nanocrystalline Cu in compression. It is 
shown that the yield strength (0.2% offset yield stresses) is at least 650 MPa, which is 
significantly higher than the tensile strength of 200-400 MPa reported in [46, 67-70]. 
Meanwhile, these compression samples show greater than 2% ductility, which is 
considerably larger than the up to 1% ductility observed for the sample tested in tension. It 
is noted that both tensile and compression samples are produced in the same chamber. 
Therefore, it is suggested that compression test may reveal more intrinsic deformation 
behavior of nanophase materials and overcome some of the drawbacks of tension test. 
However, there are major problems inherent to compression test. One is friction between
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the compressing platens and the sample. Due to this friction, the top and bottom parts of 
the sample cannot deform linearly with the rest of the sample, leading to barreling of 
samples. Such problem can be solved if a lubricant is applied on both surfaces between the 
platens and the sample. The other difficulty is the requirement of precise alignment of the 
apparatus to obtain valid compression testing results.
It is known that coarse-grained fee metals are very ductile, and deformation occurs 
by dislocation generation and motion. However, dislocation generation and motion 
become difficult with the decrease of grain size. Eastman et al. [72] suggested that the 
reduced dislocation generation and motion is responsible for the reduction of ductility in 
nanocrystalline Cu. It has been expected that diffusional mechanisms are more active in 
nanocrystalline materials because of the large amount of grain boundaries. For originally 
ductile metals such as Cu, such mechanisms are insignificant compared with the competing 
loss of ductility due to the increased difficulty of dislocation motion due to small grain size 
[72]. For brittle materials such as NiAl, on the other hand, diffusional mechanisms have 
effect on increasing its ductility when grain sizes are in the nanometer range. DiMelfi [78] 
also pointed out that diffusional creep mechanisms and grain boundary sliding can possibly 
be increased in nanophase materials but only under the proper combinations of grain size, 
test temperature, and strain rate.
A few groups have investigated the deformation behavior of nanocrystalline 
intermetallics and metals using disk-bending test [71-74]. The measured ductility of 
nanocrystalline intermetallics is significantly increased compared with that of coarse grained 
counterparts which are inherently brittle due to the absence of significant dislocation 
activities. It is believed for originally brittle materials that deformation of those 
nanocrystalline samples is likely affected to certain extent by diffusional mechanisms 
resulting from the reduction of grain size [71]. However, the improved ductility has not 
been investigated in detail.
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The deformation behavior studies of another constituent of our Cu-Fe 
nanocomposites, nano-grain sized Fe, has been limited to microhardness tests. Most of the 
tensile/compression test data were based on samples with either low density or microsized 
grains. To retard grain growth of nanocrystalline Fe, other element, e.g. Al, was added. 
Tensile properties of nanocrystalline Fe-Al (2 wt pet) was examined by Rawers et al. [79]. 
The samples were prepared by ball milling and hot pressing with the grain size on the order 
of 100 nm. It is shown that tensile strength correlated strongly with density of prepared 
samples with the value of about 900 MPa at 93.3% of theoretical density. Stress-strain 
relation for pure Fe by compression test was obtained by Carsley et a l . [80-81], but the 
grain size of their consolidated Fe was not reported. It is known that the grain growth in 
pure elements is much faster than in composites. Based on our experience and the grain 
size of Fe in Fe-10 at% Cu composite (see below), the grain size in their sample should be 
well above 100 nm. This sample demonstrated traditional work-hardening behavior with a 
yield strength of approximately 500 MPa.
Deformation behavior and mechanisms of nanocrystalline materials have been also 
studied in situ under TEM for deposited thin film samples [82-87].
2.3.2 Deformation Behavior and Mechanisms of 
Nanocomposites
• Form ation of nanocomposites Nanocomposites consist of a wide range of 
microstructures and materials ranging from clusters and free particles, multilayers, granular 
thin films, and polycrystalline/amorphous multiphase compacts. Since the emphasis in this 
study is on polycrystalline two phase bulk nanocomposites, only the formation of 
nanocomposites in this category prepared by physical means is briefly reviewed here (thin 
film nanocomposites, or nanocomposites formed using chemical methods are excluded). 
First of all, the most common method to produce nanocomposite powders is mechanical 
milling/alloying. Different materials are milled for a certain time until grain/phase sizes of
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milled materials are within a few tens of nanometers. For example, when Nb and MoSi2 
are milled together for sufficiently long time, Nb/MoSi2 nanocomposites form. Moreover, 
nanocomposites can be formed by reactive milling (e.g. M5 O-AI2 O3 /AIN) [25]. In 
addition, nano-scale two-phase mixtures form in an immicsible system (e.g. Cu/W, 
Cu/Nb, etc.) in as-milled powders. Secondly, nanocomposites, for instance Cu/W [26] 
and Cu/Nb[27], can also be produced using simultaneous multiple evaporation/sputtering 
sources by the inert gas condensation method. However, as mentioned in Section 2.1.1, 
some composition ranges were not accessible due to source control problems [26], and the 
second element (phase) did not distribute uniformly in the samples produced [27].
As mentioned in Section 2.2, nanocomposites produced either by mechanical 
milling/alloying or by inert gas condensation technique are in the form of powders. 
Therefore, to process bulk and full density nanocomposites, hot consolidation is needed. 
The challenges to produce bulk and full density nanocomposites has been discussed in 
Section 2.2.
•  Deform ation behavior and mechanisms Deformation behaviors and 
mechanisms in consolidated Fe-10 at% Cu nanocomposites have been investigated during 
the past couple of years in an independent study by Carsley et a l . [88]. The grain size is 
much larger than those prepared by gas condensation method and in situ compression. 
The grain sizes of Cu is in the range of 10 to 150 nm, and the grain sizes of Fe have a 
broad distribution in the 50-600 nm range when the HIPing temperature is 700°C. This 
sample behaved in an elastic-perfectly plastic manner. Microstructure analysis reveals that 
deformation occurred by intense, localized shear banding. Coarsening of microstructure 
due to heat treatment results in reduced strength and broadening in width of the shear 
bands. Recently, they also reported the mechanical behavior of bulk Fe-10 at% Cu alloys 
with a wide range of grain sizes from 70 to 1680 nm [88]. It is found that deformation 
occurs by intense localized shear banding as the first and only mechanism of plastic
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deformation, from the yield point until fracture or buckling. The deformation behavior is 
elastic-perfectly plastic. Such a nanocomposite behaves more like metallic glasses and 
amorphous polymers. This work by Carsley et. al further points to the unusual behavior 
of nanocomposites and the need to systematically investigate the structure-property 
relationships in the Cu-Fe nanocomposite system.
Most recently, the mechanical behavior of nanostructured Fe-10 at% Cu alloy was 
also studied using compression test of full density rapid forged compacts [66]. The 
deformation behavior is elastic-perfectly plastic, in agreement with the results above 
obtained by Carsley et al. The rapid-forged Fe-10 at% Cu alloys exhibit a grain size 
dependence of hardness that is similar to conventional iron. The strengthening behavior is 
consistent with a Hall-Petch model. The creep behavior at 575°C was studied. It shows 
that the material obeys a conventional power-law creep relation in the following form:
The superplastic behavior was observed in this alloy. And higher creep rates were 
observed in this nanostructured alloy, on the order of 50 pct/s at 230 MPa. It is believed 
that high creep rates in this alloy are from Coble creep due to their small grain size 
and grain boundary sliding would also be accentuated by the fine grain size.
Recently, Cu alloys with a nanosized bcc strengthening phase in submicron Cu 
matrix have been studied by Morris' group. Both rapid solidification and mechanical 
alloying techniques have been used [89] to refine the microstructure of these alloys in order 
to obtain high strength. After rapid solidification and mechanically alloying, the powders 
obtained were hot extraded at elevated temperature into full density compact. The grain 
size of the Cu matrix is not within nanometer range, but the added elements can be
(2.2)
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distributed in Cu matrix very finely with the size below 25 nm. It has been found that for 
Cu-5 at% Cr alloys mechanical alloying can produce finer particle sizes compared with the 
rapid solidification technique [89]. The strength obtained for various materials produced at 
different conditions can be explained by the Orowan model [89]. The total yielding 
strength is the sum of a matrix term and an Orowan term. The resultant grain size can be 
explained by grain boundary pinning by particles. Moreover, this group also studied Cu 
alloys with low volume fraction of bcc addition, such as Nb, Cr, etc., together with other 
inert diborides with the focus on the microstmctural refinement obtained by mechanical 
alloying and associated strength [90], It is found that grain refinement can be obtained after 
extrusion due to a very homogeneous distribution of the second phase and their small size. 
Different coarsening kinetics of dispersed particles are responsible for the higher strengths 
retained after high temperature annealing or extrusion. The Nb particles coarsen at a slower 
rate compared with the Cr particles. Thus, the strength in Cu-Nb alloys is higher than in 
Cu-Cr alloys. Even though the diboride particles have higher stability after high 
temperature annealing, these particles are larger in the as-extruded materials than in the 
binary alloys. Diboride additions show less effective mixing into copper than do Nb and 
Cr due to the difficulty of diboride diffusing into Cu matrix during mechanical alloying. 
This results in the lower strength of the diboride alloys.
Morris' group also studied mechanically milled copper-bcc mixture with grain size 
in the nano range using an organic fluid as the milling control agent. The bcc elements are 
added with low volume fraction, typically at 5 at% [91-94]. The results show that copper- 
based materials containing stable dispersions of particles can be produced by mechanical 
alloying and subsequent hot extrusion at 700°C and 800°C. The density of consolidated 
samples was not reported. The grain size of resultant compacts varied in the range of 38- 
60 nm and particle size varied in the range of 4-7 nm after consolidation. The grain size 
reached 135 nm and particle size increased to 23 nm after further heat treatment. Grain
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boundary pinning particles, as described by the Zenner model, is responsible for the 
resultant grain size. However, the strength of nanophase materials studied is significantly 
lower than that predicted by dislocation-particle interaction theory (Orowan model). This 
may be caused by the following two reasons. First of all, grain boundaries may act as 
sources and sinks for dislocations such that dislocations can produce strain and are 
annihilated once straining is completed. Secondly, Orowan bowing could not be formed 
due to the small length of dislocation across the grain. The details of the Orowan model is 
given in Appendix A.
In summary, it can be seen from the review above that the current understanding 
of the mechanical behavior of nanophase metals and especially nanocomposites is in its 
rudimentary stage. The property data available are either incomplete, or clouded by 
experimental antifacts, or even conflicting in some cases. The nanocomposites reported 
usually have only a small volume fraction of the second phase. The samples have either a 
low density or grain sizes outside the nanometer range. A systematic study covering the 
synthesis, consolidation, property testing and microstructural characterization is urgently 
needed. The work described in this thesis will be the first to cover all these aspects in a 
model nanocomposite system with a full range of volume fraction of the second phase.
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
In this chapter, the experimental techniques used to prepare Cu-Fe nanocomposites 
are presented. The method used to produce nanograined powders is described in section 
3.1. Materials characterization procedures will be introduced in section 3.2. The 
procedures used for consolidation of these powders into full density nanocomposites will 
be discussed in section 3.3. Chemical analysis for impurity detection will be described in 
section 3.4. The method for measuring density of consolidated samples will be given in 
section 3.5. Finally, the experimental conditions used for microhardness measurements 
will be presented in section 3.6.
3.1 The Experimental Procedures of MA
In this section, the experimental procedures used for MA are described first. It is 
known that contaminations are detrimental to the properties of milled powders. Therefore, 
it is necessary to clean the milling tools between runs to reduce the possibility of 
contamination. The cleaning procedure used in this study is also introduced in this section.
• Mechanical Alloying The mechanical alloying technique used to produce 
nanocrystalline powders was high-energy ball milling, which was performed at either room 
temperature or liquid nitrogen (LN2 ) temperature utilizing a SPEX 8000 shaker mill/mixer. 
The SPEX 8000 shaker/miller is shown in Figure 3.1. When powders are milled at LN2  
temperature, this milling method is also called cryogenic milling (see next paragraph). The 
starting materials were commercial Cu (99% purity, -325 mesh) and Fe (99.9% purity, 10 
micron) powders. The powder and the hardened stainless steel milling balls were sealed in 
a hardened stainless steel vial under purified Ar atmosphere, with a ball to powder weight 
ratio of approximately 4:1. When milling at room temperature, typical milling duration was 
15hrs. The milling time was controlled by a timer. In addition, the mill/mixer was cooled
24
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Figure 3.1 A SPEX 8000 shaker/miller used in this work.
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by a fan to keep the vial close to room temperature. After reaching the desired ball-milling 
time, milled powders were collected from the vial using a stainless steel scraper. Some of 
ball milled powders were stuck on the walls of the vial and the surface of milling balls due 
to cold-welding during ball-milling. About two-thirds of the milled powders can be 
collected for Fe rich compositions from each run.
For the Cu rich compositions, the powders were milled at the LN2  temperature in 
order to reduce the agglomeration of powders and sticking to milling tools. In order to 
achieve LN2  temperature during ball milling, the LN2  was sprayed onto the outside of the 
vial. The temperature was monitored by a thermal couple. Typical milling time was 6 to 8 
hrs for cryogenic milling. After reaching the desired milling time, the vial was not opened 
until the temperature of the vial reached room temperature to avoid contamination from 
condensation. The amount of loose powders yielded is larger than that obtained at room 
temperature.
• Cleaning Repeated fracturing and cold-welding occur during ball milling. 
Some of the milled powders stick on the walls of vial and surfaces of balls after each run. 
Thus, it is necessary that the vial and balls be cleaned after each run. One way is that they 
are cleaned by ball milling with acetone for 15 minutes. It is noted that vitone O-ring was 
corroded after using acetone to clean the vial. The vial was difficult to open after it was 
cleaned by acetone. To increase the resistance to corrosion of the O-ring, nitrite-70-Duro 
O-ring was chosen for the cleaning run. After each cleaning run, loose powders were 
dispersed in acetone. This acetone liquid was discarded. The walls of the vial and balls 
were wiped with Kimwipes tissues. This procedure was repeated four times or until no 
residual powders were seen. In addition, to avoid further contamination of impurities 
during the storage of the vial and milling balls, one cleaning run is needed before new 
powders are processed. Vial can also be cleaned through grinding using a sand drill until a
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fresh and clean surface appears. The disadvantage of this method is that the vial wall will 
be worn away after a number of cleaning procedures.
3.2 Characterization Techniques
The characterization tools used in this study include 1) X-ray diffractometer, 2) 
transmission electron microscope (TEM), 3) scanning electron microscope (SEM), 4) 
energy dispersive X-ray (EDX), an analysis unit attached to either SEM or TEM, and 5) 
oxygen gas fusion analyzer and carbon combustion analyzer. The experimental procedures 
are described in the following.
• X-rav analyses X-ray diffraction patterns of the powders at various stages of 
the processing were taken with a Siemens 5000 diffractometer in the 6-26  geometry using
O
C uK a radiation with a wave length of 1.5406 A. In addition to phase identification, X- 
ray diffraction line broadening was used to monitor average grain size by applying the 
Scherrer formula [95]. This formula is given as:
d = ° '9A (3.1)
Bcos6
where d is the estimated grain size; A the wavelength; B the full width at half maximum of 
the XRD peak, i.e., the line broadening at the half maximum of the peak, in radians; and 6 
the position of the diffraction peak. Instrumental broadening, K « 2  broadening, and strain 
broadening were subtracted by using the following procedure.
The K g:2 broadening is subtracted directly applying the software installed with the 
X-ray diffractometer. The rest of the broadening is represented as Bi. First an annealed 
and large grained material, for instance Mo, is analyzed by X-ray diffractometer. The full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peak is recorded. This broadening is caused by the
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instrument and termed as Bn. Then the "true" broadening due to imperfection in the 
crystals (grain size and strain) is calculated by
B' = Bl - Bn • (3.2)
Broadening due to strain accumulation is considered next. It is known that the strain 
broadening is proportional to the wave vector, k (k = 4 Trsin 61A ), whereas the broadening 
due to small grain sizes, B, is independent of the wave vector. A plot of the change of 
wave vector Ak (Ak = 47rcos0(A0)/A) vs. wave vector k can be obtained. This plot 
yields approximately a straight line. The intercept of this line is the change of wave vector 
due to small grain size and can be converted to the grain size inside the sample. In this 
study, a software available in the lab was used to calculate the grain size of both milled 
powders and consolidated samples. The diffraction peaks were fitted using Cauchy 
function.
•  TEM and EDX To verify grain sizes estimated by X-ray diffraction, and 
characterize microstructures of consolidated nanocomposites, some selected samples were 
examined in a Hitachi FM Field Emission Gun (FEG) transmission electron microscope 
(TEM) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN. The operation voltage was 200 
kV. TEM specimens were prepared using a standard process of grinding, dimpling, and 
ion milling in a G a t a n - D u o M i l l T M  Model 600 ion mill cooled with liquid nitrogen using an 
ion beam current of 1.0 mA and a voltage of 6 keV to avoid grain growth during ion 
milling. EDX attached to the TEM with the electron beam probe in the microanalysis mode 
and a diameter in a range of 1 nm to a few microns was used for phase or grain 
composition analysis. Care has been taken to make sure that there is no contribution from
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the sample holder during composition analysis. The grain sizes observed in TEM will be 
treated as an upper bound of the grain sizes actually present in the samples.
• SEM and EDX SEM observations are used to examine the morphology of 
milled powders and confirm the closure of pores in full-density samples. The milled 
powders were mounted on a conducting tape. The consolidated samples were polished 
before they were observed. Both secondary electron and backscattered electron imaging 
modes were used to detect the residual pores of full-density samples. The scanning 
electron microscope used in this study is ISI - 60A available in the Department of 
Mechanical Engineering. Also, the EDX analysis unit attached to the SEM was used to 
confirm the composition and uniformity of the mechanical milled powders, and detect the 
impurities picked up during the ball milling and consolidation processes.
3.3 Consolidation
• Experimental Procedures for Consolidation The milled powders were 
consolidated using HP20-4560-20 Laboratory Hot Press system, manufactured by Thermal 
Technology, Inc., CA. The heating element is graphite with a maximum operation 
temperature of 2000°C. The die is made of graphite with a diameter of 114 mm and a 
height of 152 mm. The pressure of this hot press is delivered by a hydraulic pump with 
maximum force of 10 tons. A vacuum in the chamber can be established by using a 
mechanical pump. Operating environment options include inert and dry reducing 
atmospheres with pressure capabilities to 103 KPa. Operating vacuums are in the 10‘3 torr 
range at temperatures up to 2000°C. The procedures used to consolidate milled powders 
are as follows.
The consolidation procedure given here is for the sinter-forging scheme. The 
schematic processes of sinter-forging and hot-pressing are shown in Figure 2.3 (a) and (b), 
respectively [57]. Before loading into the consolidation die, the ball-milled nanophase 
powders were screened with a -100 mesh (about 150 ji m) sieve to remove large
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agglomerated particles which may cause difficulties in densification. In the first step of the 
consolidation, a preform was compacted at room temperature using a 6.35 mm ID tungsten 
carbide die at a pressure of 1.0 GPa for 10-24 hours. Zinc stearate was applied to the die 
wall as a lubricant. The resultant green density was typically around 70-80% of theoretical 
density depending on the powders compacted. Then, the green compact was either hot- 
pressed directly without constraining, which is called open die sinter-forging, or 
transferred into another die and then hot pressed with constraining with the desired 
temperature, pressure, and time. The second method is called constrained sinter-forging, 
or upset hot forging [57]. The final density of consolidated sample using unconstrained 
sinter forging will be slightly lower than that of consolidated sample sinter-forged in a 
closed die. The second die used in this study is also made of tungsten carbide with the 
inside diameter of 7.1 mm. This die was designed to be used inside the hot press system 
and ensure the alignment of the graphite die set in order to protect the hot press system. In 
order to obtain large size samples (length of the order of 10 mm), before green compacts 
were retrieved from the first die, the compact was warm-heated at either 80°C or 90°C for 
30 minutes. This step ensures that the green compact has good strength and avoids 
cracking during retrieving it from the die. Otherwise, cracks occur on the outside surface 
of a compact because the density is not uniform along the height of the green compact when 
it is tall.
In the sinter-forging step, the sample was kept at the desired temperature for 10 to 
15 mins before the pressure was applied in order to obtain the uniform temperature 
distribution in the hot zone of the hot press. The highest working temperature used so far 
was 475°C, and the working pressure selected was varied from 500 MPa to 1 GPa. 
Typical compacts obtained were about 6 mm in height. The consolidation duration, i.e., 
the holding time, is typically 15 to 30 minutes. Since the hot-press system used is a single 
action system and there is friction between the bottom surface of a green compact and the
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surface of the punches, barreling occurs after the first sinter-forging. Therefore, such 
sinter-forging step was repeated in order to achieve uniform density in the samples. The 
detail of the operation of the hot press system is given in Appendix B.
• Calibration of the Hot Press Temperature The heating element of HP20- 
4560-20 Laboratory Hot Press system is made of graphite. The working area, that is, the 
graphite die set, is at the center of the hot zone and inside the heating element. The thermal 
couple to measure the temperature (displayed machine temperature) is placed close to the 
sheath of the heating element. It results in the temperature inside the die being much higher 
than the temperature monitored by the hot press control system. The manufacturer 
provided the calibration curve of the temperatures in the hot press, but the lowest 
temperature they provided is 600°C, which is above the maximum temperature used in the 
present consolidation experiments. To calibrate the hot press in the low temperature range, 
zinc wire in the diameter of 1 mm and a purity of 99.9985% was used. Its melting point is 
419.5°C. By observing the morphology of the melted Zn, the real temperature in the hot 
zone is estimated to be 185°C higher than the setup temperature.
3.4 Contamination Analyses
Contamination during the processing of nanophase alloys is inevitable. Some iron 
is picked up during ball milling due to wear of vial and milling balls; however, the small 
composition change (1 at%) will not have much influence on the properties of mechanical 
alloyed Cu-Fe since these materials are iron based alloys. Other main potential 
contaminations include oxygen and carbon. Contents of these contaminations for as- 
received powders, milled powders and consolidated samples are determined by chemical 
analysis. These results are provided by Luvak Inc, NY. Quantitative oxygen analysis was 
performed using Leco TCI36 inert gas fusion analyzer, and carbon was measured using a 
Leco EC 12 carbon combustion analyzer. Nickel flux was used in the experiments to 
ensure that all oxygen in the sample was released.
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3.5 Density Measurements of Consolidated Samples
Density of the consolidated compacts is determined using the buoyancy method 
applying the Archimedes Principle. Metier 33360 balance with density kit was used to 
measure sample weight in air and in water. The error in density measurement due to the 
presence of surface open pores was eliminated by following an ASTM standard (No. C20- 
87) procedure involving a step of treating the sample in heated fluids [96].
The theoretical density of Cui00-xFex nanocomposites, pth> was estimated by the
mle of mixtures with the known densities of pure copper (8.90 g/cm3) and pure iron (7.87 
g/cm^) and the calculated volume fractions (f) from their normal compositions using 
equation 3.3.
Pth = fPcu + (1 — f ) P f e  (3.3)
And the relative density, pr, is given by
where p is the measured density. The samples were considered to be fully dense if pr is 
greater than 99%.
3.6 Microhardness Measurements
Hardness testing by indentation with a diamond pyramid tip is a convenient 
technique for evaluating material properties and has the advantages of simplicity and 
economy of materials. As-consolidated samples were prepared by grinding and polishing 
with 1.0 pm colloidal silica. Microvickers hardness tests were performed on these samples 
with FM -le microhardness tester using a load of 300 g and a duration of 15 seconds. The
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area of each indentation encompassed several hundreds of grains for each test. The 
microhardness was used to represent the mechanical properties of the bulk 
nanocomposites. The hardness values reported in this thesis were averaged from at least 
six indentations on each sample.
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CHAPTER 4 PROCESSING OF FULL-DENSITY BULK 
Cu-Fe NANOCOMPOSITES
This chapter demonstrates the successful production of full-density bulk Cu-Fe 
nanocomposites. Results of mechanical alloying of Cu-Fe mixtures is given in section 4.1. 
The consolidation results will be presented in section 4.2. The experimental results will be 
discussed in section 4.3.
4.1 Synthesis
After ball milling for sufficiently long duration at either room temperature or LN2 
temperature, Cu-Fe solid solutions with nanosized grains were obtained. Composition 
uniformity in the ball-milled samples was confirmed in SEM using backscattered imaging 
mode and EDX analysis. X-ray diffraction spectra, shown for C ussFeis and CuoFeioo 
in Figure 4.1 as an example, indicate that a supersaturated fee solutions have been formed. 
This result is consistent with previous findings in this system [34-37]. From X-ray line 
broadening, the average grain size has been estimated to be 18 nm. For other 
compositions, the milled powders are either supersaturated solid solution or two-phase 
mixtures (fcc-bcc) depending on the composition of Fe. The product phase was fee for 
0<x<60, and bcc for 80<x<100. For 60<x<80, both the fee and bcc phases were 
present. The typical average grain sizes are in the range of 10-20 nm estimated from the 
line broadening of X-ray diffraction pattern. These results have been reported several times 
by many authors for the ball-milled Fe-Cu system in recent years [34-37]. Oxygen 
concentration is less than 1 at % after ball milling according to chemical analysis.
4.2 Consolidation
Consolidation of nanophase Cu-Fe mixture powders was performed by using the 
procedure described in Chapter 3. There are two series of consolidation experiments using
34
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Figure 4.1 X-ray diffraction pattern of supersaturated solid solution Cu8 5 Fei5  and 
CuoFeioo mechanically alloyed at LN2 and RM temperature, respectively.
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unconstrained sinter-forging scheme and constrained (upset) sinter-forging scheme, 
respectively. The experimental results are given in section 4.2.1 and section 4.2.2, 
respectively.
4.2.1 Consolidation Using Unconstrained Sinter-forging 
Scheme
A group of full-density samples with nanosized grains were first prepared using the 
unconstrained sinter-forging scheme before the upset die set was designed and made. The 
results given below were obtained by applying this technique. In the first step, a preform 
was compacted at room temperature using 6.35 mm ID tungsten carbide die at a pressure of 
1.2 GPa for 10-24 hours. The resultant green density was around 80% of theoretical 
density. Then, the preform was transferred into the hot zone of hot press and pressed 
between two WC disks at the desired temperature. Small amount of milled powders was 
consolidated at different conditions in order to establish optimized consolidation parameters 
including temperature, pressure, and time.
The choice of consolidation parameters is important to consolidate the milled 
powders into fully dense samples while remaining their grain sizes within nanometer range. 
It is known that relatively high consolidation pressure is essential to obtain the full density 
bulk nanophase sample [97]. Therefore, consolidation tests were conducted at different 
temperatures and times under a relatively high pressure, 500 MPa. A series of tests were 
conducted using Cu8 5 F e i5 as a representative composition. The grain sizes at different 
temperatures are given in Table 4.1 (a) and (b). It can be seen that the grain sizes of both 
Cu and Fe phases, estimated from X-ray line broadening, increase significantly with 
increasing consolidation temperature for both consolidation times. Because only the 
samples with grain size below 100 nm are of interest, no attempt has been made to further 
study the correlation between the consolidation parameters and the resultant grain sizes 
beyond 100 nm.
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Table 4.1 (a) Grain Size vs. Temperatures, Time = 15 mins
Temperature 355°C 380°C 405°C
dCu 38 nm 40 nm 66 nm
dFe 31 nm 50 nm 113 nm
Table 4.1 (b) Grain Size vs. Temperatures, Time = 30 mins
Temperature 355<>C 380°C 405°C
dCu 33 nm 51 nm 86 nm
dFe 35 nm 84 nm 143 nm
where dcu and dFe are grain sizes of Cu and Fe phases, respectively.
Table 4.2 Grain Size vs. Time, Temperature = 355°C
Time 10 mins 15 mins 30 mins
dCu 32 nm 38 nm 31 nm
dFe 16 nm 33 nm 35 nm
where dcu and dFe are grain sizes of Cu and Fe phases, respectively.
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The effect of consolidation time on the grain sizes of the produced samples were 
also investigated. The results are shown in Table 4.2. At 355°C, with moderately 
increased holding time, the grain sizes were almost kept constant for both Cu and Fe 
phases. It indicates that at relatively low consolidation temperatures, the grain growth of 
both phases is constrained. Furthermore, from Table 4.1 (a) and (b), it can be concluded 
that this effect only exists at low consolidation temperatures (355°C). At higher 
consolidation temperatures, grain growth becomes pronounced. It appears that, for the 
volume fraction studied here, grain growth in Fe is faster than in Cu phase. The reason is 
unclear.
For Cu-Fe nanocomposites with other volume fractions, the consolidation 
parameters were chosen based on the observations above and our previous experiences. In 
general, as Cu content increased, it became increasingly easier to reach full density, and the 
consolidation temperature was lowered accordingly to help suppress grain growth. Actual 
consolidation temperatures used when the compact reached full density (>99% of 
theoretical density) are from 310 to 405°C (Table 4.3). The resultant grain sizes of those 
consolidated samples are also given in Table 4.3 together with the ball milling conditions 
of these nanocomposites.
Figure 4.2 shows typical X-ray diffraction patterns of Cui00-xFex compacts after 
sinter forging in unconstrained mode. It is seen that two sets of diffraction peaks, for an 
fee and a bcc phase respectively, are present at positions very close to those of pure Cu and 
Fe. This indicates phase separation of the supersaturated solid solution (Figure 4.1) into 
Cu and Fe, as predicted by the phase diagram (Figure 1.1). No peaks from oxides or other 
contaminants are observed. To confirm that phase separation into Cu and Fe two-phase 
mixture has completed during hot consolidation, a piece of consolidated Cuj 5 Fe8 5
compact was heated at 20°C/min from room temperature to 700°C in a Perkin-Elmer 
differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). It is known that most of the exothermic processes
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Figure 4.2 Representative X-ray diffraction patterns of consolidated Cujoo-xFex 
nanocomposites by unconstrained sinter-forging scheme, showing the 
phase-separated Cu/Fe and nanoscale grain size (peak broadening).

















Table 4.3 Characteristics of Cui00-xFex Nanocomposites Formed by Mechanical Alloying and Unconstrained Sinter Forging
x, at % 0 15 30 50 60 70 80 85 100
Relative 
density % 99.2 99.8 99.2 99.3 99.5 99.5 99.0 99.5 99.5
dCu, nm 43 38 33 29 35 23 24 30
dFe, nm 31 26 38 27 29 28 27 35
Milling
conditions LN2 LN2 LN2 RT, WC RT, WC LN2 LN2 RT RT
VHN 260± 10 304±12 375+4 458 ±12 645 ±53 738 ±12 766 ±20 738±8 634 ±5
1. dcu and dFe are grain sizes of Cu and Fe phases;
2. LN2 is liquid nitrogen temperature and RT is room temperature;
3. WC means that a tungsten carbide vial was used during ball milling;
4. VHN represents the Vickers Microhardness value and the load used in microhardness test is 300 g.
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of strain release and phase separation occur in this temperature range for mechanically 
alloyed Cu-Fe [34-37]. In this experiment, no heat release was observable during the DSC 
run, indicating that the above processes were indeed completed during the sinter forging 
process. The loose powders made of metastable solid solution obtained after ball milling 
has been converted into a full-density compact of Cu-Fe two-phase composite during sinter 
forging. Support for high density was also obtained from SEM observations.
The argon gas purged through the hot press chamber is apparently effective in 
suppressing oxidation. Both oxygen and metallic impurities are below the detection limit of 
EDX analysis. EDX analysis of consolidated samples also indicated that the overall 
composition changed by less than 1 at% compared with the powder blend before 
mechanical alloying. Fe incorporation into the powder from milling tools is expected to 
change Fe concentration by only a fraction of 1 at% for the milling duration used in these 
experiments [34]. Unlike in our preliminary experiments [24], no segregation of Cu on the 
free surface was observed in samples consolidated recently. This most likely resulted from 
the lower consolidation temperature and shorter consolidation time used in this work 
compared with the ones used in Ref. 24.
4.2.2 Consolidation by Upset Sinter-forging Scheme
In order to produce large samples of Cu-Fe nanocomposites for compression tests 
in the future, another series of consolidation experiments were conducted using the upset 
(constrained) sinter-forging scheme. The experimental details have also been given in 
Chapter 3. The optimized consolidation parameters were established for three 
compositions (x = 60, 85, 100). The sinter forging temperature and pressure used to 
achieve full density (>99%) are given in Table 4.4. These selected nanocomposite 
samples were further studied by TEM and EDX analysis, and the results will be given in 
Chapter 5.
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Table 4.4 Consolidation Parameters Used for Processing Bulk and Full-Density 
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* T j , P ], and tj are the temperature, pressure, and time used for the first pressing; 
T2 , P2 » and t2  are the temperature, pressure, and time used for the second pressing. 
T i and T2  are calibrated temperatures (see text).
** LN2  and RT represent liquid nitrogen and room temperature, respectively.
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Figure 4.3 A photograph of a consolidated Cu4()Fe60 nanocomposite sample
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A typical consolidated Cu40Fe60 nanocomposite sample from 10 hrs cryogenic 
milled powders is shown in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.4 shows the diffraction patterns of 
C ui0 0 -xFex (x=60, 85, 100) nanocomposites after upset sinter-forging. Again, two sets 
of diffraction peaks for an fee and a bcc phase can be observed. Moreover, the separated 
fee and bcc peaks have shifted back to positions very close to those of pure Cu and Fe. 
These results indicate that the phase separation has occurred in these nanocomposites after 
sinter forging. The XRD peaks remain broadened, suggesting nanoscale grain sizes in the 
consolidated samples. No peaks from oxides or other contaminants are observed.
4.3 Discussions
• Cryogenic Milling Our work demonstrates that fine nanophase powders of 
ductile elements were obtained by cryogenic milling. When ball milling such materials at 
room temperature, excessive cold-welding of powders among themselves and the milling 
tools usually occurs because of their ductility and low melting temperature. For example, 
Cu powders subjected to ball milling undergo pronounced dynamic recovery and cold 
welding [98]. The grain size refinement in milled powders is limited and the steady state is 
in micrometer range. Large chunks of powders result due to cold welding and 
agglomeration. It has been proposed that these problems can be circumvented by reducing 
the milling temperature to cryogenic temperature such as liquid nitrogen (LN2 ) temperature 
[43, 99]. Our experimental results show that cryogenic milling is indeed an efficient 
approach to mechanically alloy ductile elements and their mixtures into nanophase 
materials. In the meantime, the amount of fine powders suitable for subsequent 
consolidation step obtained by cryogenic milling is much larger than that at RT. 
Otherwise, powders of ductile elements with sizes suitable for consolidation below 150 |im 
are hardly obtainable by ball milling at room temperature.
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Consolidated Cu100-x x
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Figure 4.4 Representative X-ray diffraction patterns of nanocomposites consolidated using 
constrained sinter forging from mechanically alloyed Cui00-xFex powders, 
showing the phase-separated Cu/Fe and nanoscale grain size (peak broadening).
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• Consolidation Full density, bulk nanocomposite samples were obtained by 
applying the sinter forging technique in the both unconstrained and constrained (upset) 
mode in this study. Apparently, this technique is more effective than not only pressureless 
sintering [26], but also straight hot pressing [23] and HIPing [30]. The high pressure 
applied and the sinter-forging geometry enhance shearing and plastic strain controlled pore 
closure and at the same time suppresses grain growth [6,100]. The stress also plays a 
significant role in stress-assisted densification (diffusion) mechanisms. A more detailed 
discussion of the design and advantages of this consolidation process has been presented in 
Ref. 23.
In addition, net-shape nanocomposite samples can be produced using the upset 
sinter-forging scheme. At the early stage of densification, the shear stress created by the 
applied pressure assists pore closures. The large size of the second die allows the preform 
to deform freely and laterally. This free flow state creates a shear stress state in the preform 
during consolidation. The sinter-forged compact reaches nearly full density in this 
consolidation stage. Then, at the final stage of densification, the outside surface of the 
compact touches the wall of the closed second die. The densification is controlled by a 
hydrostatic stress state, which all of principal stresses (a i, 02, and <T3 ) are less than zero.
It is well known that hydrostatic stress enhances the ductility of material by delaying the 
void coalescence mechanisms that lead to fracture. This step gives a sinter-forged compact 
nice surface finish as shown in Figure 4.3 without cracks at the side surfaces. It thus 
seems possible that this upset sinter-forging scheme can be a viable approach to direct net 
shaping of bulk and full-density nanophase materials in the future. The roles of stress 
states on the densification during sinter-forging is further discussed from a mechanics point 
of view in the next paragraph.
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Figure 4.5 Illustration of stress states and deformed pore configurations for (a) hydro- 
statiic pressing; (b) repressing or hot pressing; (c) forging (Kuhn and 
Ferguson, 1990) [101]
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There are three different types of stress states occurring in different stages of sinter- 
forging (in Figure 4.5 [101]). As shown in Figure 4.5(a), the first type is a pure 
hydrostatic stress state. Such stress state is obviously not efficient to achieve full density 
since pores only change volume during sinter-forging. This type of stress state occurs in 
localized regions in the final stage of sinter-forging. The second type of stress state (Figure
4.5 (b)) is similar to the stress state occurred at the final stage of sinter-forging and during 
repressing (repressing is a deformation mode which a sample with a diameter as the same 
as that of the die is pressed). The vertical and horizontal stress components have a small 
difference. Such stress state results in very little lateral flow in a green compact. Some 
densification can be achieved, and as full density is approached, the stress state changes to 
a pure hydrostatic stress state (Figure 4.5 (a)). Therefore, any porosity remaining before 
this condition is reached will most likely not be eliminated. The third type of stress state 
(Figure 4.5 (c)), occurred in the early stage of sinter-forging, results in large distortion of 
the pores due to the considerable amount of lateral flow. As discussed in Ref. 23, the 
substantial shear stresses enhance pore closures to zero volume. Obviously, this type of 
stress state is very beneficial for full densification and bonding across collapsed pore 
surfaces.
It is noted that, at the later stage of upset sinter-forging, the compact reaches the die 
walls. The stress state may be of the second type (Figure 4.5 (b)) and become isostatic 
with further pressing. It would be difficult to achieve full density in the isostatic or 
repressing deformation mode without applying extremely high temperature. Therefore, full 
density must be reached in the upsetting deformation mode before repressing or hydrostatic 
stress states are developed in the later stages of upset sinter-forging. This can be ensured 
by designing a suitable upset die using finite element analysis and commercial softwares. 
The success in our approach is attributed to taking advantage of the upsetting deformation
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mode to achieve full density before the isostatic or repressing stress state are developed, 
while nanostructure is retained by applying relatively low sinter-forging temperature.
In summary, a new approach has been developed successfully to produce two- 
phase Cu-Fe nanocomposites. Mechanically alloying either at room temperature or 
cryogenic temperature is a very efficient method to produce large quantities of 
supersaturated Cu-Fe alloys in the form of fine powders. During subsequent hot 
consolidation, phase separation towards equilibrium provides a natural mechanism for the 
formation of a  two-phase nanocomposite in situ. Full density can be achieved by both the 
unconstrained and upset sinter-forging schemes. Furthermore, upset sinter-forging scheme 
features near net-shape manufacturing of relatively large samples.
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CHAPTER 5 MICROSTRUCTURE CHARACTERIZATION
A true two phase nanocomposite should have not only nanoscale grain sizes, but 
also phase domains randomly distributed on nanoscale. A detailed microstructural 
characterization is therefore essential to confirm nanocomposite formation suggested by X- 
ray diffraction data presented in the last chapter. The following microstructural 
characterization results are mainly for Cu-Fe nanocomposites consolidated using the upset 
sinter-forging scheme. The TEM microstructure results are presented in Section 5.1. The 
EDX microanalysis results for phase or grain distributions in consolidated nanocomposites 
are also given in Section 5.1. These results will be discussed in Section 5.2.
5.1 Microstructures of Cu-Fe nanocomposites
• M icrostructure of CuinFe^Q From the X-ray diffraction pattern, average 
sizes of Cu and Fe grains can be estimated and are given in Table 5.1. For the case of a 
Cu4()Fe60 composite sample consolidated from powders milled for 6  hrs at LN2  
temperature, the average grain sizes of Cu and Fe (estimated from the line broadening in X- 
ray diffraction pattern) are below 100 nm. However, TEM examinations show that the 
microstructure of this sample is highly inhomogenous. Figure 5.1 is a bright-field TEM 
micrograph of this sample, showing micron-sized grains in local regions coexisting with 
fine grained regions. The compositions of both regions were analyzed by EDX in a HF- 
2000 FEG TEM. The results are presented in Table 5.2 and the spectra are given in Figure 
5.2. The coarse grain region consists of extraordinarily large Cu grains (of the order of a 
few microns) shown in Figure 5.2 (a), suggesting that Cu grain growth is significant in 
this region. In contrast, the fine grain region has both Cu and Fe grains with sizes below 
100 nm, as shown in Figure 5.2(b), indicating that grain growth was retarded by the 
intermixing of Cu and Fe phases, presumably decomposed from well alloyed solution 
precursor powders. This result suggests that the coarse-grain region might not have been
50
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Table 5.1 The Average Grain Sizes Estimated from TEM Observations and the Line 
Broadening of X-ray Diffraction Patterns for Consolidated CuiOO-xFex nanocomposites
Composition 
x (at%)
Sample ID * dFe (nm) *dCu (nm) **dFe (nm) **dCu (nm)
60 FECU0 47 2 0 NA NA
60 FECU11 25 27 #37 # 3 7
85 FECU5 #23 #23 ##NA ##NA
85 FECU16 29 17 46 2 0
1 0 0 FECU3 44 NA 80 NA
1 0 0 FECU14 39 NA 64 NA
* dFe and dCu are respectively the average grain sizes of Fe and Cu phases estimated
from the line broadening of X-ray diffraction patterns using Sherrer formula;
** dFc and dCu are the average grain sizes of Fe and Cu phases estimated from TEM
observations;
# The average grain sizes given are estimated from both Fe and Cu phases;
## The average grain sizes of Fe and Cu phases in this sample were not calculated.
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Figure 5.1 A bright-field TEM micrograph of a consolidated Cu4()Fe60 sample (FECUO)
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Figure 5.2 The EDX spectra for a consolidated Cu40Fe60 sample (FECUO) corresponding 
to the bright-field TEM micrograph in Figure 5.1. (a) at H and (b) at B
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Table 5.2 The EDX Analysis Results for Consolidated Cuioo-xFex Nanocomposites
Composition x (at%) Sample ID EDX analysis results
60 FECUO A, C, and H: Cu; E: mostly Cu;
B, D and F: Cu and Fe
60 FECU11 A, B, C, D, F, H, I, and J: Fe; 
E, G, and K: Cu
85 FECU5 A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and another 
three points: match nominal 
Cui5 Fe8 5  composition
85 FECU16 In Figure 6:
A, B, C, D, and E: match nominal 
Cui5Fe85 composition;
F: mostly Fe and Cu 
In Figure 9:
AandB: Cu
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truly alloyed after cryogenic milling for 6  hrs. It probably simply consisted of fine grains 
of pure Cu after milling. A pure Cu sample was consolidated from cryogenic milled 
precursor powders at the consolidation temperature of 385°C, the grain size was beyond 
100 nm estimated from the line broadening of its X-ray diffraction pattern. Obviously, 
pronounced grain growth occurs in pure Cu grains during hot consolidation. This is 
expected since it has been shown previously that for Cu nanocrystals prepared by the gas 
condensation method, a 2 -hr annealing at a similar temperature caused significant grain 
growth to the submicron range [27]. It is therefore concluded that the inhomogenous 
microstructure observed in this sample results from an incomplete mixing of Cu and Fe in 
some local regions. To correct this problem, cryomilling was extended to 10 hrs.
The microstructure of a 10-hr cryomilled Cu4()Fe60 sample consolidated under 
similar conditions is clearly more homogenous, as shown in the dark field TEM 
micrograph of Figure 5.3 (a), with the corresponding selected area diffraction pattern 
(Figure 5.3 (b)). Those extraordinarily large Cu grains observed in the previous sample 
were not seen in this sample. The majority of the grains are much smaller than 100 nm. 
This further support to the hypothesis that the dramatic grain growth at some local regions 
in the previous sample resulted from incomplete alloying and not from the consolidation 
step.
The grain size distribution for this consolidated sample (Figure 5.3), determined 
from 45 representative grains in two dark-field and bright-field micrographs taken at 
different locations, is given in Figure 5.4. A comparison of average grain sizes determined 
from TEM micrographs and XRD line broadening has been included in Table 5.1. The 
average grain size for Cu and for Fe grains determined from TEM micrographs is 37 nm, 
larger than that estimated using X-ray diffraction line broadening (25 and 27 nm for Cu and 
for Fe grains). Such a discrepancy between the average grain sizes determined by the two 
techniques has been noted before and is not surprising [102-103].
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Figure 5.3 TEM micrographs of a consolidated Cu4()Fe60 sample (FECU11) 
(a) Dark field image; (b) corresponding SAD
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Figure 5.4 Grain size distribution of a consolidated Cu4()Fe60 nanocomposite (FECU11)
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Figure 5.6 The EDX spectra for a consolidated Cu4()Fe60 sample (FECU11) 
corresponding to the bright-field TEM micrograph in Figure 5.5. 
(a) overall; (b) at E; (c) at A. (figure continued)
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The compositions of the 10-hr milled consolidated sample (FECU11) were also 
analyzed by EDX using different electron beam spot sizes. The results are given in Table 
5.2 for a selected area shown in the bright field TEM image of Figure 5.5. The spectra of 
EDX analysis are given in Figure 5.6. The results show that when the beam spot is 
relatively large, the area analyzed contains both Fe and Cu ultrafine grains, with a 
composition very close to the nominal composition of the sample. Using the electron beam 
with 1 nm diameter, on the other hand, nanoscale individual Fe grain (A) and Cu grain (E) 
could be identified. It demonstrates that the composite produced is indeed a 
nanocomposite. It was easy to identify Fe phases as shown in Table 5.2 and prove that Fe 
phase is matrix. In the meantime, it was found that Cu phases consist of several Cu grains, 
as shown in Figure 5.5 (E, G, and K). Very few larger particles (200 nm or so) were 
occasionally observable. The EDX result shows that such particles are mostly Fe particles.
•  M icrostructure of C uisFegg nanocom posite Figure 5.7 (a) is a bright 
field TEM micrograph for a consolidated C uisFess sample (sample ID: FECU5), again 
showing ultrafine grains. Compositions analysis using EDX is presented in Table 5.2. It 
can be seen that the composition of this sample is very homogenous for either large area, 
small area, or point (beam spot with a diameter of 1 nm) analysis (EDX spectra very 
similar, Figure 5.7 (b)). Composition calculation yields a value very close to Cui5Fe85- 
Moreover, the same results were obtained from similar measurements from three different 
areas of the sample. X-ray diffraction pattern (Figure 5.8) of this sample, however, shows 
predominant bcc peaks and suggests that the completion of phase separation in this 
particular sample is questionable. In order to confirm whether phase separation has 
occurred in this sample, the selected area diffraction pattern was taken (Figure 5.9). Faint 
Cu rings are visible, which indicates that phase separation has started in this sample at the 
consolidation condition given in Table 4.4. During hot consolidation, Cu atoms may have 
diffused out from Fe matrix into grain boundaries. The details of phase separation of Cu 
and Fe in the Cui5Fe85 nanocomposite will be further discussed in Section 5.2.

















Figure 5.7 (a) The bright-field TEM micrograph of a consolidated Cul5Fe85 (FECU5) 
sample; (b) The corresponding EDX spectrum
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Figure 5.8 The X-ray diffraction pattern of a consolidated Cui5 Fe8 5  (FECU5) sample
Figure 5.9 SAD pattern of a consolidated Cui5Fe85 sample (FECU5).
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Figure 5.10 (a) TEM bright field micrograph of a consolidated Cui5Fe85 sample 
(FECU16); (b) The EDX spectrum of this sample at F
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Figure 5.11 TEM micrographs of a consolidated Cui5Fe85 sample (FECU16) 
(a) dark field image; (b) corresponding SAD
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By changing consolidation parameters, another Cui5Fe85 nanocomposite (sample 
ID: FECU 16 ) was produced. Its X-ray diffraction pattern has been presented in figure
4.5 (b) which shows both fee Cu and bcc Fe peaks. Figure 5.10 (a), Figure 5.11 (a) and 
(b) are its TEM bright field, dark field micrographs, and its SAD pattern, respectively. 
Figure 5.10 (b) shows both fee Cu rings and bcc Fe rings, suggesting that phase separation 
has indeed occurred in this sample. The compositions of this sample were also analyzed by 
EDX. The results have been given in Table 5.2. It is seen that the overall composition is 
close to Cui5Fe85- Using 1 nm diameter electron beam, Fe phases (F) can be found 
(Figure 5.10 (a)) and its EDX spectrum is shown in Figure 5.10 (b). To further confirm 
that phase separation has completed and Cu phase has formed, microcompositional analysis 
has been performed at high magnification using lnm diameter electron beam. Figure 5.12 
(a) is a bright field TEM micrograph in micoanalysis mode. Two EDX spectra 
corresponding to A and B in Figure 5.12 (a) are shown in Figure 5.12 (b) and (c), 
respectively. Obviously, both A and B are individual Cu grains with an approximate grain 
size of 15 nm. Further work is currently underway to study the spatial distribution of Cu 
grains/domains.
From two dark field TEM micrographs from different locations of this Cu-Fe 
nanocomposite sample (FECU 16), the grain size distribution is determined from 30 
representative grains (Figure 5.13). The average value is about 46 nm for Fe grains which 
is given in Table 5.2, compared with the estimate of 29 nm given by X-ray line 
broadening.
• M icrostructu re  o f Fe As mentioned above, the average grain size 
determined from TEM observation can be larger than that estimated from the line 
broadening in X-ray diffraction pattern. The grain sizes of a consolidated Fe sample is 
studied using TEM and its dark field TEM micrograph and the corresponding SAD are 
given in Figure 5.14. Its grain size distribution determined from 62 representative grains 
in two dark field TEM micrographs taken at different locations is shown in Figure 5.15.










Figure 5.12 (a) The bright-field TEM micrograph in analysis mode of a consolidated 
Cui5Fe85 (FECU 16) sample; The corresponding EDX spectrum (b) at 
A; (c) at B (figure continued)
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Figure 5.13 Grain size distribution of a consolidated Cui5Fe85 nanocomposite (FECU16)
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Figure 5.14 TEM micrographs of a consolidated Fe sample (FECU 14) 
(a) dark field image; (b) its corresponding SAD
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Figure 5.15 Grain size distribution of nanocrystalline Fe (FECU 14) as 
determined from two TEM dark-field micrographs.
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The average grain size is about 64 nm, which is larger than the average grain size estimated 
from the line broadening of its X-ray diffraction pattern using the Sherrer formula (39 nm).
As seen in Table 4.4, the consolidation parameters used for this sample (FECU 14) 
is identical to the consolidation parameters applied for a C uj5 Fe8 5  nanocomposite 
(FECU 16). Apparently, grain growth in pure Fe is more pronounced than that in a Cu-Fe 
nanocomposite. This further proves that the solution/composite approach used in this 
study is very helpful in retarding grain growth during consolidation, as discussed in 
Section 5.2.
• M icrostructure of Cu^ftFe7ft For samples prepared by unconstrained 
sinter-forging scheme, a representative consolidated sample Cu30Fe70 was examined 
under TEM. Figure 5.16 shows the bright-field TEM mirograph of this sample. It is seen 
that the grain size spans a wide range from a few nanometers up to about 100 nm. The 
majority of the grains are much smaller than 100 nm. No extraordinarily large grains much 
larger than 100 nm was observed. Its grain size distribution, determined from 67 
representative grains in two dark field TEM micrographs taken at different locations, is 
shown in Figure 5.16. The average grain size is 37 nm.
5.2 Discussions
• Grain Growth From X-ray diffraction line broadening, average grain sizes of 
Cu and Fe grains in both series of full-density composite compacts have been estimated and 
given in Table 4.1 and Table 5.1, respectively. Compared with the grain sizes in as- 
alloyed powders (10-20 nm), grain growth is present in all consolidated samples. 
However, in all cases grain sizes remained well within the typical range of nanophase 
materials (< 100 nm). To observe microstructural features and to confirm nanoscale grain 
size in consolidated samples, consolidated samples were examined under TEM. As 
reported in Section 5.1, nanosized grains well below 100 nm have been retained in the 
consolidated Cui00-xFex (x=60, 85, 100) nanocomposites using both the unconstrained
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 5.15 Bright-field TEM micrograph of consolidated Cu3()Fe70 
nanocomposite, showing nanometer-scale (from a few 
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Figure 5.16 Grain size distribution of nanocrystalline Cu3oFe70 as 
determined from two TEM dark-field micrographs.
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and upset (constrained) sinter-forging schemes. Abnormal grain growth is insignificant 
[102].
As mentioned in Section 5.1, Cu nanocrystals prepared by the gas condensation 
method grow dramatically after a 2 hr annealing [27]. Grain size stability is apparently 
high in our nanophase Cu-Fe composites. As pointed out in Chapter 1, our approach is 
designed to exploit several factors that contribute to the retention of nanoscale grain sizes in 
consolidated composites. First, the sinter-forging scheme used in the consolidation 
procedure allows the processing of full-density compact at relatively lower consolidation 
temperatures. As grain growth is mainly controlled by temperature, the current choice of 
consolidation temperature results in less grain growth compared with other conventional 
consolidation methods, for instance, direct hot-pressing. Second, the metastability of the 
solution phase delays solute segregation [39]. The solute drag effect suppresses grain 
growth which would otherwise be pronounced in a pure metal. When segregation starts, 
the segregated solute atoms at grain boundaries also have the effect of retarding grain 
growth [39]. Moreover, once phase-separated into fee Cu and bcc Fe, the two-phase 
mixture configuration on nanoscale helps isolate grains and/or domains of the same 
structure and thereby reduce grain growth through boundary migration [104]. The effects 
of these factors are believed to be responsible for the obvious difference in grain sizes 
between consolidated two-phase composites and elemental Fe (see Section 5.1).
Our results demonstrate that the alloying step, i.e., the formation of solution 
precursors, is important to ensure homogeneous microstructures in consolidated 
nanocomposites samples. With insufficient milling/alloying (e.g., Cu40Fe60 after 6 hrs 
milling), unmixed second phase (Cu) particle clusters coarsen and lead to dramatic grain 
growth during hot consolidation.
• Phase Separation The consolidation temperatures used for all of samples 
produced are much higher than those needed for equilibrium phase formation, i.e., phase 
separation into Cu and Fe [2,4,106-110] in ball-milled solution.
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As shown in Section 5.1, one of the Cui5 Fe8 5  samples (FECU5) did not undergo 
complete phase separation. The consolidation temperature (405°C) is certainly high 
enough for Cu phases precipitation to start. However, the fee peak in its X-ray diffraction 
pattern is not obvious at all. Moreover, the composition microanalysis reveals that its 
composition is quite uniform and almost identical to its nominal composition Cu]5Fe85 at 
even the 1 nm spot size using the EDX attached on the FE TEM. These observations 
suggest that Cu atoms have diffused out of the Fe matrix, but Cu phases have not grown 
into Cu grains measurable using the current microanalysis technique, although the 
possibility of the presence of ultrafine Cu grains (of the order of 1 nm or below) cannot be 
excluded. In fact, in a study of instability for annealed Cu-Fe supersaturated bcc alloys by 
mechanical alloying [110], it is also found that at low annealing temperatures the phase 
separation occurred by Cu segregation to grain boundaries, rather than by formation of Cu- 
rich zones as occurs in large grained alloys. It thus appears possible that one can also 
produce partially decomposed solid solution alloys in addition to two-phase 
nanocomposites.
In summary, microstructures of Cu-Fe nanocomposites consolidated using the 
upset sinter-forging scheme have been characterized using FE HF2000 TEM and EDX 
attached on the TEM with focused electron beam. The composites produced are indeed 
nanocomposites, with phase domains intimately mixed on nanoscale. Average grain sizes 
have been confirmed to be around 50 nm, which is well within the range of nanophase 
materials (< 100 nm). Uniform mixing/alloying of the two elements is apparently a key 
factor promoting the homogeneous and nanoscale microstructure in consolidated 
composites. Other metastable structures, such as partially decomposed solid solution, can 
also be obtained by varying consolidated parameters.
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CHAPTER 6 MICROHARDNESS OF Cu-Fe 
NANOCOMPOSITES
The results of microhardness tests for nanocomposites produced using both the 
unconstrained and upset sinter-forging schemes are presented in Section 6.1. The 
observed enhancement in microhardness for Cu-Fe nanocomposites are discussed in 
Section 6.2.
6.1 Microhardness of Cu-Fe Nanocomposites
The microhardness (300 g load, Vickers indenter) values determined for full- 
density CujqO-x^ x nanocomposites consolidated using unconstrained sinter-forging
scheme are presented in Figure 6.1 as a function of atomic percentage and volume fraction 
of Fe. For first-order comparison of the mechanical response of the nanocomposites, the 
simple rule-of-mixtures concept is used to provide a base-line comparison. The rule-of- 
mixtures predicts that the hardness of the composite, Hc, is a linear interpolation with 
volume fraction as weighted factors,
Hc =  HcuFcu+H FeFft (6.1)
where H and F stand for the hardness and volume fraction of each individual constituent 
phase, respectively. A dashed line is shown in Figure 6.1 to represent this prediction. It is 
obtained using an interpolation between microhardness values of nanocrystalline Fe and 
Cu. For elemental Fe and Cu, a microhardness of 6.21 GPa and 2.55 GPa were used, 
respectively. These values were obtained from full-density samples consolidated from 
cryo-milled Cu and room temperature milled Fe powders in this study. Their grain sizes, 
as determined from XRD data, are similar to those of Cu and Fe phases in nanocomposites 
(this turns out to be an assumption not necessarily always true, as will be discussed later,
75
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Figure 6 .1 Vickers microhardness of consolidated using unconstrained sinter-forging, 
full-density, Cui0O-xFex nanocomposites (full circles) compared with rule- 
of-mixtures predictions (dash line). Estimated hardness data for Cu-Fe 
microcomposites [11 1] are included for comparison (open circle).
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see Figure 6.2). The microhardness values of nanocrystalline elemental Cu and Fe are at 
least a factor 4 higher than those of their coarse-grained counterparts [27,44,99,100,112- 
113]. For example, for micron sized elemental Cu, the Vickers microhardness is 
0.45 ±0.02 GPa when its grain size is 50/zm [44], for micron sized elemental Fe 
(llOjUm), its Vickers microhardness is about 1.5 GPa [113]. Such a grain size 
strengthening effect (Hall-Petch type) is well documented for a large number of 
nanocrystalline metals [35-36,38,114].
As seen in Figure 6.1, when nanocrystalline Cu and Fe are formed into 
nanocomposites, the resultant materials containing Fe up to about 50 vol% have 
microhardnesses similar to the prediction by the rule-of-mixtures, whereas the 
nanocomposites with high Fe volume fraction have a microhardness higher than that 
expected from even an optimistic rule-of-mixtures prediction for a mechanical mixture of 
the constituent nanocrystalline phases. This additional microhardness enhancement peaks 
around 80 vol% Fe. Similar behavior of the microhardness at room temperature has been 
reported for Cu/W and Cu/Nb nanocomposites prepared using the gas condensation 
method, but the explanations given were brief and inadequate [27, 53]. In addition, the 
data in those reports were clouded by some ambiguities arising from the narrow 
composition range studied (Cu/W).
In order to establish the microstructural origins for the microhardness behavior 
observed in these nanocomposites, a set of nanocomposite C u i0 0 -xFex (x=60,85,100) 
samples was carefully characterized using TEM, as described in the previous chapter. The 
TEM analysis allows the correlation with microstructural features, and ensures that all 
samples have the same grain size of about 50 nm. However, for the current single action 
hot-press system (only upper piston is moving during pressing and lower piston stays at 
the fixed position), fully dense nanocomposites can only be produced by pressing twice. 
As shown in Chapter 5 grain growth in consolidated nanocrystalline elemental Fe and Cu is 
pronounced. It is hence difficult to produce full density nanocrystalline Fe with grain sizes
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below 50 nm (see Figure 5.14 for TEM results for consolidated Fe). Therefore, the 
microhardness value of Fe with the grain size of 50 nm needs to be estimated and the detail 
is given in the next paragraph. The microhardness tests results of these two 
nanocomposites samples (x=60, 85) are shown in Figure 6.2, along with the prediction 
from the rule-of-mixtures. Again, the measured microhardness values are clearly higher 
than the rule-of-mixtures estimates.
As shown in Table 5.1, the grain size of consolidated pure nanocrystalline Fe (64 
nm) is somewhat larger than the grain size of the Fe phase in nanocomposites (about 50 
nm). Thus, it is necessary to find the microhardness values of 50 nm grain size Fe to 
obtain the rule-of-mixtures for a meaningful comparison. This was done by extrapolating 
the Hall-Petch relationship from three full density nanocrystalline Fe samples with different 
grain sizes (Figure 6.3). To avoid the problem of inaccuracy associated with XRD, only 
the samples with the average grain sizes determined from dark-field TEM micrographs are 
used. Using the linear regression, the microhardness of nanocrystalline Fe with the grain 
size of 50 nm is estimated to be 6.87 GPa and used in Figure 6.2. The rule-of-mixtures 
prediction (ROM 1) of the microhardness values for composites using this microhardness 
values for elemental iron and 2.5 GPa for elemental copper (the corresponding grain size is 
20 nm for Cu, microhardness data showed little variation in the grain size range of 20-50 
nm [77, 115]) are presented in Figure 6.2. The microhardness values at x=85 appears to 
be higher than that of pure nanocrystalline Fe with the grain sizes of 50 nm, but such 
difference observed is within the error bar of Vickers microhardness measurement. It can 
be concluded that the microhardness of this sample is similar to that of elemental Fe phase.
Koch's group [4,100,102-103] have studied the Hall-Petch relationship in ball- 
milled nanocrystalline iron using a nanoindenter on individual powder particles bonded by 
epoxy. Mechanical behaviors of hot-consolidated nanocrystalline iron have also been 
studied [115-116]. However, there are two problems for the reported data: (1) some of 
the samples contained significant porosity; It has been shown that quite erroneous
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Figure 6.2 Vickers microhardness of consolidated C ui0O-xFex (x=60,85,100) 
samples compared with the rule-of-mixtures (ROM) prediction (solid 
line). The dashed line is the ROM prediction assuming decomposed 
phases are Fe-lat% Cu and Cu-lat% Fe solution (see text).
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Figure 6.3 HPR plot: Vickers microhardness versus grain s i z e "  V 2
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conclusions about the mechanical properties of nanophase materials can result from 
property measurements on samples containing porosity and flaws [11, 23, 117]. (2) Grain 
sizes given by X-ray diffraction pattern using Sherrer's formula may have been an 
underestimate. As shown in Chapter 5, the average grain sizes determined from TEM 
micrographs could be considerably larger than that estimated using X-ray diffraction line 
broadening by Scherrer's formula. Therefore, the microhardness values as well as grain 
sizes reported previously have not been used in the present analysis of the enhancement of 
microhardness in nanocomposites. Note that microhardness 6.87 GPa for Fe [4] and 2.5 
GPa for Cu [77, 114] represent the highest hardness values reported to date for these two 
materials of any grain size. So the rule-of-mixtures line in Figure 6.2 may is constructed 
using upper bound end points.
6.2 Discussions
6.2.1 Interphase Boundary Effect
Strengthening exceeding the prediction of the rule of mixtures has been observed 
before in deformation processed in situ Cu/M (M=Nb, Ta, Fe, etc.) composites. Since the 
strengthening effect due to alloying such as solid solution and precipitation hardening is 
expected to be small in these immiscible systems, some models attribute the strength 
enhancement observed to the difficulties of transmitting slip across interfaces between 
matrix and ultrafine-dispersed, high aspect ratio, second phase filaments formed in situ 
during heavy deformation [33,35]. The models consider interfaces as barriers to motion of 
dislocations and are generally of Hall-Petch type. Similar interface strengthening 
mechanisms, involving either dislocation pile-up or image forces associated with interfaces 
[118], have also been proposed to explain the marked increase in strength observed in thin 
film multilayer composites when individual layer thickness is reduced down to nano range. 
In both of the in situ formed bulk composites and multilayer thin film composites, a 
microstructure refinement (introduction of new interfaces) is concomitant with composite 
fabrication and the composite derives additional strength thereof. Therefore, the material
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can be regarded as a conventional reinforced composite with an additional microstructural 
scale strengthening component [34].
In the case of the Cu-Fe nanocomposites, however, the composite formation does 
not create a microstructure that is finer than those in the nanocrystalline Cu and Fe 
constituent phases used to obtain the rule-of-mixtures. Therefore, the extra hardness 
enhancement over the rule-of-mixtures prediction (dashed line in Figure 6.1 and 6.2), 
which already takes into account of the strengthening effects of nanoscale grain boundaries, 
must be related to the new type of interfaces generated in the composites, namely, Cu-Fe 
interphase boundaries. It is conceivable that the interfaces between dissimilar phases (fcc- 
bcc) are more effective than Cu/Cu and Fe/Fe interfaces in impeding slip transmission 
across the interface. This effect can arise from a required change of slip systems in the two 
types of crystal systems in addition to crystal orientation differences. In addition, 
Funkenbusch proposed that upon straining, a higher density of "geometrically necessary 
dislocations" form at the interface as a result of the inherently greater strain incompatibility 
between adjacent grains of dissimilar materials [34,119-120]. Courtney [34,119-120] has 
also argued that substructure inside grains may also develop from geometrical dislocations 
and contribute to strengthening in such two-phase materials. In fact, it has been found that 
in terms of the Hall-Petch strengthening constant k, its value is greater in the composite 
than in either of the two individual phases when they have different crystal structures, but it 
is almost the same in the individual phases when they have the same crystal structures [3 5 ], 
Due to these factors, a two-phase composite may appear harder than a single-phase 
materials with the same microstructure scale during straining/plastic deformation such as a 
hardness test. In fact, in overaged Fe-0.9% Cu [121] and Fe-1.67% Cu [122-123], the 
precipitated incoherent Cu, which is not expected to be a strong dispersion, has indeed 
been observed to have stregthening effects.
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A semiquantitation analysis of the interphase boundary effect, together with a 
discussion of the topological arrangement of the two phases, is presented in the next 
section in the form of a modified rule of mixtures.
6.2.2 Modified rule of mixtures
As discussed above, Cu4()Fe60 and Cui5Fe85 nanocomposites exhibit 
microhardness values over the rule-of-mixtures predictions using nanocrystalline Cu and 
Fe as constituent phases. Such a enhancement is attributed to additional microstructural 
strengthening from the large amount of interphase boundaries between dissimilar materials 
(bcc/fcc). It should be emphasized here that, when considered from the microstructure 
viewpoint, the failure of the simple rule of mixtures is expected since it assumes two 
aligned and continuous phases under isostrain conditions. In other words, the mechanical 
property of the nanocomposite should also be influenced by the microstructure, especially 
the spatial distribution of the two phases and the effectiveness of interphase boundaries, 
rather than determined by the volume fraction alone. In this section, the strengths/hardness 
of two-phase nanocomposites are modeled in terms of a modified-rule-of-mixtures 
(MROM) based on a topological approach.
In 1958, Gurland [124] introduced contiguity (denoted C), a topological parameter, 
to describe the extent of particle contact in dual-phase structures. In 1978, Lee and 
Gurland [125] further defined the concept of continuous volume and derived the 
mathematical expression for it in terms of the contiguity and volume fraction. Later, using 
this topological approach, Fan et al [126] defined the concepts of separation (denoted S), 
separated volume, degree of continuity, and degree of separation. All these parameters can 
be measured experimentally with any grain size, grain shape and phase distribution using 
standard metallographic methods (based on the number of intersections with various 
interfaces per unit length of a random strainght line on a polished surface) [127]. Under 
assumptions of random distribution of equiaxed grains, these parameters can be 
mathematically calculated from the known grain sizes and volume fractions (Table 6.1).
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Table 6.1 Summary of the Topological Parameters [126,128]
Parameter Definition Measurement Calculation
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Note: da, dp: grain size of a-phase and p-phase; f0, fp: volume fraction of a-phase 
and P-phase; Ca , Cp: contiguity of a-phase and p-phase; Sa , Sp: separation of a-phase 
and |3-phase; f ^ ,  f^ : continuous volume fraction of a-phase and [3-phase; f^ , f ps: 
separated volume fraction of a-phase and (3-phase; Fs: degree of separation of an a - (3 
phase mixture; S^“, Ŝ P, S^f: surface area between a-grains, p-grains, a -  and 3 -grains, 
respectively; N£“, N^p, N^f: numbers of intercepts of a - a  interfaces, p-3 interfaces, 
and a-P interfaces between a random line of unit length on a polished plane, respectively.
















ission. Figure 6.4 Schematic illustration of the topological transformation from (a) microstructure 
A to (b) microstructure B, after Fan et al. [126,128]
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The topological transformation proposed by Fan el al. stipulates that a dual-phase 
microstructure with any grain size, grain shape, and phase distribution (schematically 
shown in Figure 6.4a) can be topologically transformed into a three-microstractural- 
element body, which is schematically shown in Figure 6.4b. In Figure 6.4b, element I 
(El) consists of only a-grains with an average grain size of da and a  grain boundaries; 
element II (EH) consists of only p-grains with an average grain size of dp and P grain 
boundaries; element III (Em) consists of the long-range a —P chains and only phase 
boundaries. The volume fraction of E m  is also called the degree of separation, F s. The
grain size of EHI is defined by the volume-fraction-weighted average grain size 
da j}[126,128], given by Eq. 6.2a
d«P= d af ^  + dpf ^  (6 .2 a)
= (6 -2 b)
f (js = f p - f pc (6 .2 c)
I s
f~. + f«
= (6 .2 d)
(6 -2 e)
f c s + f *
where f ^  and f ^  are the volume fractions of the a-phase and p-phase, respectively, in 
element Em . Element El, EH and Em  are aligned parallel to the uniaxial tensile direction. 
According to Fan et al. [126,128] both geometrical and topological parameters in 
microstructure A (Figure 6.4a) and B (Figure 6.4b) are identical along the aligned
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directions, and microstructures A and B are mechanically equivalent along the aligned 
direction.
Fan et al. [126,128] proposed that the mechanical property of a complicated dual­
phase microstructure can be analyzed by replacing the microstructure with the three well- 
defined equivalent microstructural elements above. They further proposed a generalized 
rule of mixtures for dual-phase composites (Eq. 6.3)
Pc = P^o,. + Ppfpc + (6.3)
where Pc is the mechanical properties of an a - (3 composite, P° can be the Young's 
modulus Ec, the yield strength o cy, the fracture stress <sc{, the friction stress a “ , the overall 
Hall-Petch coefficient k£, or the microhardness value Hc; P“, Pp, and P0̂ , are the 
mechanical properties of the three elements El, EH, Ein, respectively, f ^ ,  f^ ,  and Fs
have been defined in Table 6.1. Although this approach assumes a simple linear 
combination of the three elements and can be considered at best a first-order approximation, 
the predictions of the mechanical properties of two-phase conventional coarse-grained 
composites given by this generalized rule of mixtures have been shown to agree well with 
the experimental data for dual-phase alloys reported in literature [126,128].
In the following, the microhardness of a two-phase nanocomposite is explained 
using this modified rule of mixtures (MROM). It regards the microhardness of the 
nanocomposite as the sum of the continuous volumetric weighted average of the 
microhardness of the individual pure phases (with contributions from grain boundaries) 
and a contribution from Cu-Fe interphase boundaries. From Eq. 6.3, we have
Hc = H“foc + + H ^F,. (6.4)
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Using known volume fractions and grain sizes, the continuous volume fraction f ^ ,  f pc, 
and degree of separation Fs (= l-fac- f pc) can be calculated by employing formulae in Table
6 .1. H“ and Hp are known values from Figure 6.2. H0̂  can be calculated from the 
equation above and the results are given in Table 6.2. As expected, the two values 
calculated at the two compositions are close to each other, suggesting that one may indeed 
assign a hardness value to element EEL This microhardness is higher than the values of 
nanograined Cu and Fe constituent phases, suggesting that the phase boundaries are 
probably stronger than grain boundaries in Cu and Fe and should be a major contributor to 
the microhardness observed in nanocomposites. If it is assumed that the microhardness of 
element EDI obeys the Hall-Petch relationship as Eq. 6.5
H ae =  H apO+ k a0d -l/2 ( 6 5 )
where H0̂ 0 and k0̂  are the frictional microhardness and Hall-Petch coefficient (slope) of 
element EDI, respectively, then it may be inferred that Cu/Fe phase boundaries have a Hall- 
Petch coefficient higher than that of Cu or even Fe. In other words, the phase boundaries 
are effective barriers against dislocation motion. It should be cautioned, however, that the 
existence of a Hall-Petch slope has not been established for Cu-Fe nanocomposites. Even 
for elemental Cu and Fe, it is uncertain at present whether or not a fixed slope holds all the 
way into the nanophase grain size regime.
Table 6.2 Parameters obtained for Element EIH in Cu-Fe Nanocomposites (see Eq. 6.4)
f p foe Fs MROM
H“p(GPa)
0.60 0.36 0.16 0.48 7.15
0.85 0 0.74 0.26 7.40
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It should also be noted that the formulae given in Table 6.1 for mathematical 
calculations of f ^ ,  f^ ,  and Fs are based on specific and idealized assumptions, such as
completely randomly distributed equi-axed grains. These formulae may or may not be 
applicable to our nanocomposites. Since it is difficult to distinguish individual Cu and Fe 
nanograins on a TEM micrograph, we have not yet attempted a full characterization of the 
spatial grain distributions or an experimental measurements of the topological parameters 
such as contiguity. Therefore, the results calculated in Table 6.2 are at best an estimate, 
and should be regarded as only useful for illustration purposes.
Nevertheless, the modified rule of mixtures (Eq. 6.4) is helpful because it explicitly 
indicates that the overall hardness of a composite is not only dependent on the volume 
fraction of the second phase, but more importantly, it also depends on the microstructural 
arrangement of the phases ( f ^ ,  f^ , and Fs) and the strength of the phase boundaries
( H0̂ ) with respect to that of the grain boundaries inside each constituent phase. Although 
the exact magnitude of H0̂  is difficult to determine (the results in Table 6.2 are only 
estimates based on estimated topological parameters), some insights can be gained by 
examining some representative cases, as illustrated in the following.
Eq. 6.4 can also written as
Hc = H“f ac + + H “p( l - f ac-  f^). (6 .6)
If we assume 11^=11“ , i.e., the phase boundaries has the strength of the weaker phase, 
the composite hardness is then
Hc = H B( l - f pe) + Hpf (Se. (6.7)
Since f ^ ^ f p ,  ( 1 - f p J  > f a, we have
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Hc < H ‘rom (6 .8 )
where H ROM is the hardness given by the conventional rule of mixtures. On the other 
hand, when H“P=H P, the composite hardness becomes
Hc =11“^ + 1 ^ ( 1 - ^ ) .  (6.9)
In this case, f ^ f . ,  ( l - f otc) > f p
Hc> H crom. (6.10)
If the microstructure is such that the a  phase is dispersed in the p matrix, as is the case for 
our Cui5Fe85 nanocomposites, then ^ = 0 , and the composite hardness is the same as that 
of the stronger phase, H° = Hp. These examples illustrate that the composite hardness can 
be above or below the rule-of-mixtures line (Figure 6.2) depending on the geometric 
arrangements of the phases and the strength (hardness) of the a/P  interphase boundaries 
with respect to the strength of the grain boundaries inside each constituent phase.
In literature a number of studies of the strength and Hall-Petch coefficients of dual­
phase alloys have indicated that a /p  interphase boundaries can also be more effective 
dislocation barriers than grain boundaries inside either of the two constituent phase [124- 
130], although no mechanism for this behavior was given in those publications. As such, 
it is possible that H“P > Hp > H“ . In this case, it can be seen from the simple analysis in 
the preceding paragraph that the composite hardness can be well above the linear 
interpolation of end points (rale of mixtures). Our Cu/Fe nanocomposites may also be an 
example of this behavior. In fact, it is possible that the composite hardness (strength) is 
higher than both of the two constituent phases (as one example, Hc > Hp if H01*5 = 2HP and
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f ̂  = 0 ). In the following, we discuss the possible mechanisms responsible for the high 
efficiency of interphase boundaries that would lead to H0̂  > Hp.
We start our discussion from grain boundary strengthening and the well-known 
Hall-Petch relationship. At the tip of a dislocation pile-up caused by the boundary, a stress 
concentration results from the pile-up which has a magnitude that is n times the applied 
stress, x. The number of dislocations in the pile-up, n, is given by Lx/A [131], where L is 
the grain size and A is a constant. When the tip stress reaches a critical value xc, the 
leading dislocation is pushed over the barrier, or a new dislocation initiates at the boundary 
or in a close-by region in the second grain, causing yielding. The strength is therefore 
given by
x = (Axc)1/2L-i/2 (6.11)
where the barrier strength of the interface, xc, determines the slope of this Hall-Petch 
scaling relationship. However, in our nanocomposites, the grain sizes are below 40 nm. It 
is possible that each grain can accommodate no more than a couple of dislocations [124- 
125]. In the extreme case, there is no pile-up in its normal sense and yielding must come 
from individual dislocation crossing the interface unaided except by the applied stress. The 
strength would then be directly determined by xc and independent of grain size. In real
nanocomposites, the situation is probably somewhere in between this case and the normal 
Hall-Petch behavior.
In any case, the interface strength, xc, is the determining factor. Now the question 
is whether it is possible for phase boundaries to have a larger xc than grain boundaries.
To answer this question, it is necessary to examine the physical components that give rise 
to xc.
One component of xc arises from the need to bow the glissile dislocation through 
the gaps between the interface forest dislocations. This component, xd, is proportional to
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the density of interface dislocations. This interface dislocation density is likely to be larger 
at interphase boundaries than grain boundaries because of the need to change slip system 
(the change in Burgers vector leaves a "difference" dislocation at the interface) and strain 
incompatibility (see the discussion on geometrically necessary dislocations in 6 .2 .1  and
[132]).
Another major component of xc results from the change in dislocation line energy, 
1 •>which scales with — Gb~, across the phase boundary, where G is shear modulus and b is
the Burgers vector. The force per unit length, F, is obtained by differentiating this energy 
with respect to distance x
F = ~ b 2dG / dx + Gbdb /  dx. (6.12)
Since F=xb, the stress x to punch the dislocation through the interface is then
c ^ - b d G /d x  + Gbdb/dx. (6.13)
The first term, xk, is the so-called image force that repells/attracts a dislocation due to 
modulus mismatch and is of the order of 0.01G according to Koehler[l 18], The second 
term, X;, comes from Burgers vector mismatch and is of the order of 0.006G for Cu/Fe 
interface with an assumed interface width of 5b. At the boundary of Cu to Fe, xk is 
positive and x; is negative. The Fe to Cu boundary has the opposite behavior. Cu to Fe 
interface is thus the stronger interface since the sum of the two terms is positive and should 
be the one that determines the strength of our element Ein.
It can be seen from the discussion above that phase boundaries are likely to have a 
xd higher than grain boundaries, and a positive xk + Ti that is nonexistant at grain
boundaries. Adding these components together, it is obvious that phase boundaries can
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indeed have a higher interface barrier strength Tc than grain boundaries. As such, a two- 
phase composite with strong phase boundaries can exhibit a hardness above either one of 
the two constituent phases. Although a quantitative match with experimental data remains 
difficult, the analysis presented here does explain why microhardness values well above the 
conventional rule of mixtures line are found for our nanocomposites (Fig. 6.2)
In summary, in this section a modified rule of mixtures is used to model the 
microhardness of the two-phase nanocomposites. This scheme allows the incorporation of 
microstructural features and the effect of interphase boundaries. The geometric 
arrangement of the phases has been taken into account by using topological parameters. 
Our analysis suggests that the Cu/Fe interface can have a strength comparable to or higher 
than the grain boundaries in the stronger phase, Fe. Our analysis indicates that with a well 
intermixed microstructure and interphase boundaries as effective strengthening interfaces, 
strength (hardness) well above the conventional rale of mixtures can be obtained in a two- 
phase composite.
6.2.3 Microhardness Versus Volume Fraction 
Since the topological parameters described in the last section have not been 
determined quantitatively through experiments, in the following we discuss only 
qualitatively the trend of microhardness varies as the overall volume fraction is changed 
from Fe-rich to Cu-rich. As shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2, an important parameter 
which strongly affect the mechanical properties of these nanocomposites is volume 
fraction. For two phase particle-reinforced composites, there is a critical volume fraction at 
which one of the two phases forms a three-dimensional interconnected network. 
Experimentally, the percolation threshold appears in the range of volume fraction at 0.5 to 
0.6. An example of the manner in which the percolation threshold is manifested in 
mechanical properties is shown in Figure 6.5, where the Knoop microhardness number of 
Ag-Al2 0 3  granular nanocomposite thin film is given as a function of volume fraction
[133]. Above the percolation threshold, the microhardness is lower and is similar to that of







Figure 6.5 Microhardness as a function of metal volume fraction
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Figure 6.6 Schematic representation of the variation of yield strength with composition for 
three typical structural cases: (a) carbon steel, discontinuous pearlite (p) in a continuous 
ferrite matrix; (b) stainless steel, discontinuous austenite in a continuous ferrite matrix (P); 
(c) tungsten fiber (P) in a reinforced copper matrix. The harder phase in all three cases is 
denoted by p (Gurland, 1983) [134].
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pure Ag. Also, near the percolation threshold, there is a discontinuity in the rate of change 
of the hardness with respect to volume fraction of Ag. It is believed that there is a change 
in deformation mechanism near percolation threshold during the transition from isolated 
particles to an interconnected network [28, 133]. When metal particles percolate, there is a 
interconnected pathway for dislocation motion and most of the deformation can be 
accommodated. On the other hand, when the metal no longer percolates, it is necessary for 
significant flow to occur in the amorphous ceramic phase.
The Cu-Fe nanocomposites, however, behave in a somewhat different way. The 
microhardness values of high Fe volume fraction (Figure 6.2) are similar to that of 
nanocrystalline Fe with the same grain size. Such a behavior appears to be directly 
correlated with the microstructures of these two phase metal-metal nanocomposites. TEM 
observation has shown that, with volume fraction of 85% Fe (Figure 5.14), extremely fine 
Cu grains about 15 nm in size are dispersed in the harder Fe matrix phase. Obviously, the 
Fe domains are well connected, forming abundant pathways for dislocation movements. 
For the Cu phase, on the other hand, it is unclear if dislocation motion can occur in such 
small grains. Flow may be constrained in the Fe phase. In term of the modified rule of 
mixtures, this scenario corresponds to ~0 and f^  =1. Thus, nanocomposites with
high Fe volume fraction can have similar microhardness values as pure nanocrystalline Fe,
although the composite contains a softer minority Cu phase. As Cu volume fraction
increases in the composite, Cu grains become larger in size and contribute to the overall
deformation. However, microhardness remains higher than the rule-of-mixtures prediction
probably due to the Cu/Fe interphase boundary effect discussed above. In fact, Cu/Fe
boundary area increases with increasing Cu volume fraction until it exceeds a certain value
(percolation threshold near 50%, for example) where Cu/Cu interface area takes over to
dominate. As a result, with increasing Cu fraction, microhardness value remains
unchanged or even increases first. On the Cu-rich side, it decreases to values close to or 
below rule-of-mixtures predictions as Cu deformation becomes eventually dominant ( f  ̂
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approaches zero and approaches unity). In the middle composition range, dislocation 
motion completely within the interconnected Cu is not expected because, unlike a ceramic, 
Fe is likely to deform simultaneously with Cu. The effect of the harder Fe phase and 
Cu/Fe boundaries should then be observable, with hardness values around the rule of 
mixtures, as discussed in 6.2.2.
It is in fact well known that the interrelationship between the microstructure and 
properties of two-phase metallic composites is a complex matter. Previous studies have 
shown that different mechanical behavior can be observed in coarse composites with 
different phases and microstructures [135]. Figure 6.6 shows three typical forms of the 
curves of the variation of yield strength as a function of volume fraction of the hard phase. 
The alloys represent different arrangements of the constituents: (a) discontinuous hard 
phase, continuous soft phase, (b) continuous hard phase, discontinues soft phase, (c) both 
phases continuous. The different shapes of the curves indicate the important role of 
microstructure and phase continuity. The obtained microhardness results in Cu-Fe 
nanocomposites in Figure 6.1 and 6.2 bear some resemblance to case (b). They also 
reflect that the mechanical properties are determined by the details of their microstructures 
and substructures as well as the properties of their constituents.
6.2.4 Solid Solution and Precipitation Hardening
In addition, there are also other strengthening effects that need to be considered. 
After consolidation, there may still be some residual Cu (Fe) remaining dissolved in Fe 
(Cu) phase. Therefore, some solid solution and precipitation (e.g., coherent Fe in Cu [41]) 
hardening effects may have also contributed to the microhardness enhancement observed. 
Solid solution hardening effect is considered next.
It is known that supersaturated substitutional solid solution forms when Cu (Fe) 
dissolves in Fe (Cu) during nonequilibrium processing, and hardening occurs because of 
lattice distortion. For quenched coarse grained dilute Fe-0.9at% Cu and Fe-1.67at% Cu 
alloys, solutioning increased the strengths of Fe by about 68 MPa and 127 MPa at room
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temperature, respectively [121-123]. If it is assumed, based on our X-ray diffraction lattice 
parameter data, that there is about 1 at% Cu (Fe) remaining dissolved in Fe (Cu) phase for 
our consolidated nanocomposites, the contribution from solid solution hardening is about 
100 MPa, or 300 MPa in microhardness value if the strength (cr) is converted into 
hardness using the relationship H=3 a  [135]. After incorporating this possible effect, i.e., 
assuming that our composite is composed of Fe-lat% Cu and Cu-lat%Fe terminal phases, 
the rule-of-mixtures prediction is modified and plotted in Figure 6.2 (dashed line, ROM 2).
Precipitation hardening was reported in coarse grained (50 n  m) Fe-0.9at% Cu and 
Fe-1.67 at% Cu alloys after aging at elevated temperatures (475°C and 500°C) [121-123]. 
Their flow stresses versus aging time are given in Figure 6.6. Compared with the 
supersaturated alloys without aging, the yield strengths increased with aging time because 
of homogenous clustering of bcc Cu atoms coherent with the Fe matrix. Such an alloy is 
called clustered solid solution [121]. Upon further aging, fine fee Cu precipitates appear at 
the expense of coherent clusters. However, the yield strength remained high because such 
fee precipitates also give strengthening (see 6.2.1). The strength eventually drops as Cu 
precipitates grow to large sizes. The maximum precipitation hardening amounted to >0.24 
GPa in these alloys. At 400°C, however, a rather long incubation time was observed 
before any increase in yield strength. For example, in the Fe-1.8 at%Cu alloy the 
incubation time at 400°C was about 10 hr and the peak yield strength was not reached until 
about 300 hr of aging [136]. Moreover, aging Fe-1.67at%Cu alloy for 5 hr at 400°C 
showed a Mossbauer pattern identical to the solid solution sample within experimental 
error [123], suggesting precipitation of Cu atoms may not have started.
For the nanocomposites produced in this study, precipitation of Cu is expected to 
be rapid despite that the consolidation temperatures are about 400°C and the times are 
shorter (less than 1 hr for all of the consolidated samples). This is because Cu 
concentrations in all of the nanocomposites studied are much higher than the dilute alloys 
mentioned above. In addition, our samples have nanophase grain sizes so that abundant
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Figure 6.7 (a) Flow stress vs. aging time. Solution treated at 840°C and aged at 
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Figure 6.7 (b) Flow stress and fractional change in Young's modulus vs. aging time.
Solution treated at 1000°C and aged at 475°C for Fe-1.67 at% Cu alloy 
(Lahirietc., 1969) [123],
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defects (e.g., grain boundaries) exist that promote precipitation. Precipitation of 
incoherent Cu almost reached completion, as demonstrated by X-ray diffraction and TEM 
analysis reported in this thesis and publications in literature [2,4,105-109]. Only residual 
Cu about 1 vol% is expected to remain inside Fe grains. Nevertheless, if these Cu atoms 
form coherent clusters within Fe grains, there can be significant enhancement around 0.72 
GPa in microhardness values (AH = 3 A<j), in coarse grained Fe-0.9% Cu and Fe-1.67% 
Cu. Unfortunately, the question whether or not Cu coherent clusters exist in ultra fine Fe 
grains (50 nm) cannot be answered with the X-ray diffraction and TEM techniques we 
employed in this work.
In order to examine the possible contribution of precipitation hardening on 
microhardness enhancement in the nanocomposites, a ball milled supersaturated solution 
sample, Cu1 .6 7 Fe9 8 .3 3 , was consolidated following the procedure given in Chapter 3. 
The consolidation parameters were the same as those for CuisFe85 (sample ID: FECU16) 
to ensure that the grain sizes of these two samples are similar. It is expected that the 
majority of the 1.67% Cu, uniformly distributed in Fe in dilute concentration, would not 
have precipitated out to form fee Cu after consolidation. The most likely product is a 
supersaturated solid solution, or a solution with some bcc Cu clusters coherent with Fe 
matrix. As such, this sample should reflect the solid solution hardening as well as 
precipitation hardening of the Fe(l%Cu) suspected to remain in those high Cu content 
samples after consolidation.
Microhardness tests of the consolidated Cu1 .6 7 Fe9 8 . 3 3  sample showed a 
VHN=6.68± 0.049 GPa with a grain size about 55 nm, a value very close to elemental Fe 
with similar grain size. This result suggests that hardening due to solutioning and coherent 
clusters is insignificant in our composites. It can thus be concluded that the microhardness 
enhancement above rule-of-mixtures is mainly attributable to incoherent second phase 
precipitates, as discussed in 6.2.1, 6.2.2 and 6.2.3.
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6.2.5 Impurity Effects
Impurity effects on hardness are considered negligible. The chemical analysis of 
nanophase Fe alloys prepared under very similar conditions indicated that the oxygen and 
carbon contamination was typically below a fraction of an atomic percent [23]. The 
reactive impurities are likely to bond with Fe or Cu to form dispersions. The contribution 
by dispersion hardening, due to for example fine oxide particles, can be estimated using the 
Orowan-Ashby equation
0A 3G b x
where G is the shear modulus, b is the Burger’s vector, x is the dispersoid diameter, and D 
is the dispersoid spacing [137-138]. The details of the Orowan-Ashby model are discussed 
in Appendix A. If the distribution of dispersoids is uniform, the dispersoid spacing D [53] 
can be estimated from Eq. (6.4)
25= * S z £ £ . (6.4)
3 /
Assuming x  = 10 nm and f  = 0.01 (the approximate volume fraction of Fe2 C>3 ),Z) = 660 
nm. Using values of G = 80 GPa and b = 0.248 nm, then the contribution from dispersion 
hardening in A a  is about 0.0144 GPa, or 0.043 GPa in microhardness if using the relation 
A H  = 3 Act. Such a low level of contaminants thus accounts for a few percent (4.3%) of 
the microhardness enhancement observed. The Cu-Fe samples of all compositions were 
prepared in the same manner. Therefore, the observed hardness variations cannot be 
attributed to oxide formation or other impurity effects.
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6.2.5 Comparison with Microcomposites
In Figure 6.1, we have also included data for Cu-Fe microcomposites reported in 
Ref. 111. These composites were produced by thermal processing of powders and 
subsequent deformation. Spacing between second phase filaments was estimated to be 
around a few microns. In Figure 6.1, the strength ( <j) data reported in Ref. I l l  have been 
converted into hardness using the relationship H=3 a  [135]. This is a crude estimate, but 
nevertheless enables a comparison of the two types of composites. Recent work by 
Carsely [139] suggests that H=3g is roughly correct for their Fe-10%Cu composite. A 
positive deviation from the rule of mixtures was also obvious for these microcomposites, 
which is expected from interface strengthening arising from fine-spaced filaments in the 
composites. As expected, our work shows that much stronger composites are obtained 
when their microstructure is brought down to the nanophase range.
In summary, microhardness testing was conducted in consolidated Cu-Fe 
nanocomposites. These bulk nanocomposites exhibit microhardness considerably higher 
than coarse-grained constituent metals and microcomposites of the same system. Based on 
the observations under TEM, the enhancement of microhardness above the rule-of-mixtures 
and its volume fraction dependence have been attributed to the unique microstructure of 
these two-phase materials. Boundary barriers and dislocation structures associated with 
interphase interfaces are the likely cause for the additional strengthening observed. Other 
possible contributions such as solid solution hardening, precipitation hardening, and 
impurity dispersion hardening have been analyzed and found to have minor effects.
Microhardness testing method used in this study reveals deformation behavior of 
nanocomposites only in a crude manner. To better understand the enhanced mechanical 
behavior of these new composites, deformation tests with larger samples and applied loads 
generating uniform stresses inside the specimen are needed. These tests are underway and 
the results will be reported elsewhere.
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Concluding Remarks
A new approach has been developed to produce two-phase nanocomposites from 
metastable alloy precursor powders. The hypothesis is that as long as the metastable alloy 
is in a two-phase region of a phase diagram, decomposition of the alloy will occur upon hot 
consolidation, forming an intimate two-phase nanocomposite in situ. The Cu-Fe system, 
which has very limited solid solubility in equilibrium, has been used as the first model 
system to demonstrate the feasibility and advantages of our approach. A series of 
supersaturated solid solution precursors have been produced over the entire composition 
range (Cui00-xFex, x=0 to 100). Mechanically alloying at cryogenic temperature has been 
shown to be very efficient in producing nano-grained Cu-rich supersaturated solid 
solutions with fine particle sizes.
A consolidation procedure employing either unconstrained or constrained sinter 
forging scheme has been developed to produce fully dense, bulk samples. 
Nanocomposites form in situ through phase separation during consolidation. The average 
grain sizes of the Cu and Fe phases have been retained to well within nanophase range as 
revealed by X-ray diffraction analysis. Using constrained sinter-forging scheme, relatively 
large cylindrical shape samples 7.1 mm in diameter and 5 mm in height have been routinely 
produced. Such a procedure has near-net-shape manufacturing features. These bulk 
nanocomposite samples can be very useful for reliable mechanical property measurements 
using conventional testing methods.
The microstructures of representative consolidated nanocomposite samples (x=60, 
85, 100) were characterized using TEM. The Cu and Fe phases in these samples were 
analyzed by EDX using nanoscale electron probes. The results confirmed that the samples
101
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obtained were indeed nanocomposites with constituent phases intimately mixed and average 
grain sizes of both phases well below 100 nm (average grain size approximately 50 nm). 
The extent of prealloying/mixing in the solid solution precursors had a significant impact on 
the final microstructure of the consolidated product.
Microhardness measurements indicated a significant strengthening effect due to 
nanometer-scale grain and domain sizes. The nanocomposites produced are stronger than 
coarse grained or microcomposites in the same system, and appear to exhibit appreciable 
ductility. A positive deviation in microhardness from the rule-of-mixtures predictions 
using nanocrystalline Cu and Fe as constituent phases has been observed. In addition to 
grain sizes and phase volume fractions, it is believed that microstructural arrangements of 
the two phases and phase boundary effects are important factors determining the overall 
mechanical properties of the two-phase nanocomposites. A modified rule of mixtures is 
used to take these factors into account and semiquantitatively explain the microhardness 
observed. Hardening due to residual solid solutioning, precipitation of Cu clusters 
coherent with Fe, and impurity dispersion appear to be only minor contributions.
7.2 Future Work
The enhanced microhardness observed, as well as its composition and 
microstructure dependence, clearly points to the need of a careful study of the mechanical 
properties and the deformation mechanisms of the new materials produced. With the 
consolidation parameters already established, large nanocomposite samples need to be 
fabricated and conventional compression and tensile tests should be conducted. In order to 
understand the deformation mechanisms in these new materials and substantiate our 
postulates, the configurations of dislocations and their evolution should be examined using 
TEM before and after deformation.
In addition, the elastic-plastic behavior of these nanocomposites should also be 
studied by finite element method using the stress-strain relations of nanocrystalline Cu and
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Fe obtained from experimental studies as input data. A computer model can be used to 
analyze the effects of volume fraction, domain sizes, and distribution of the constituent 
phases on the deformation behavior of these nanocomposites.
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APPENDIX A OROWAN MODEL
Precipitation of a second phase from a supersaturated solid solution is a common
strengthening technique. When the second phase is incoherent with matrix, the hardening
is called dispersion hardening. The strengthening in these systems is due to dislocation
interaction with the precipitates or the dispersed phase. This interaction, in general,
depends on the sizes of the second phase, its strength, spacing, and volume fraction
present. One of the known mechanisms is Orowan model shown in Figure A.l [137].
The shear stress required to bow the dislocation between particles is t . The actual force on
the dislocation per unit length, Tb, is in equilibrium with the dislocation line tension, T.
Hence 2T = Tb D,  where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector and D is the average
spacing of particles. Orowan [137] assumed that the line tension can be represented by the
1 2
elastic strain energy of the dislocation, T ~ —Gb  , where G is the shear modulus of the 
matrix, then we have
(A.1)
This is the Orowan model.
Later Ashby [138] modified the Orwen model using an expression that line tension 
and energy depend on the character (see Figure A.2) of the dislocations (i.e., on the angle 
6 between the Burgers vector and the tangent to the dislocation line),
T( 6) = E( 0) + (A.2)
do
i n
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Figure A.2 A dislocation bowing between particles under the action of a local shear 
stress T. The particles exert a back stress t b at the particle-matxix 
interface, preventing the dislocation from entering the particle [132].
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Ashby used the following expression for E( 0) for isotropic crystals [140]
E (0) = A{1+ [ v / (1 — v)]sin20} (A.3a)
A = (Gb2 /  Ait) ln(3c /  2b) (A.3b)
where v is Poisons ratio, and* is the average diameter of particles. The critical stress xs 
necsssaiy to force a screw dislocation between two particles ( 0= t z / 2)
ts = [ 1 / ( 1 - v)](2 A /  bD) . (A.4a)
Simiarly, the critical stress zE to force an edge dislocation between two particles ( 0=0) 
with the same spacing/) is given by
t£ = 2A/bD. (A.4b)
Then he considered that the critical applied stress <r[ 141-142] was related to the average 
passing stress r  by
a  = (1/1.18) r  (A.5)
where the spacing D is defined zsD  = \ / -^Ws , and Ns is the number of particles 
intersecting unit area of slip plane. Therefore, the Orowan-Ashby model can be expressed 
as
0.13Gb, -  
Da 'dSC = —^ — ln(x / 2b) (A.6a)
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° screw = (l-"v)Z)In(jC '  2b) (A.6b)
where a  is the increment in the macroscopic flow stress or yield stress required to 
overcome the effect of particles, x  is the average particle diameter measured by planar 
intercept. Eq. A.6a is commonly used to calculate the precipitation hardening and known 
as the Orowan-Ashby model and used in Chapter 6.
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APPENDIX B OPERATION OF THE HP20-4560-20 
LABORATORY HOT-PRESS SYSTEM
First of all, the cooling water was turned on. Then, the power of the control panel 
was turned on. Next, the vacuum of the chamber should be released. With setting up the 
hydraulic pump at the "on" position, the chamber can be raised along the loading train. The 
position of the raised chamber should be in the middle of the frame of hot press. Next, the 
preform was transferred into the graphite die of the chamber. In order to protect graphite 
punches of the die, two tungsten carbide disks were used and the preform was placed 
between them when using open die sinter forging scheme. Subsequently, a low load was 
applied on the preform to make sure the graphite punches are well aligned. The chamber 
was then lowered and the vacuum inside chamber was established by turning on the 
mechanical pump. Purified argon gas was then purged into the chamber and keep the 
pressure of the chamber was kept below 50 KPa. Otherwise, when the pressure inside the 
chamber is high, the vacuum inside the chamber will be released because the sealing of the 
chamber depends on the pressure of atmosphere pressure. The next step is to set the 
desired temperature. After reaching the desired temperature, the temperature was 
maintained for fifteen minutes to obtain uniform temperature in the chamber. Finally, the 
load was applied by turning force knob to the desired load and then the sample was hot 
pressed for certain time duration. During the hot pressing, purified Ar was purged 
continuously.
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